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Project Parameters
The performances of Natrona County High School's production of A Midsummer
Nights Dream will take place November 18-20, 2004 in the John F. Welsh Auditorium.
The Natrona County High School Theatre Club will finance the show as the school
allocates no budget to school productions. The Theatre club currently has a savings of
about $5000, but this amount may increase or decrease based on the success of the spring
musical. Due to circumstances created previous to my employment at NCHS, the theatre
department lost much of its audience. NC Theatre is slowly winning its audience back;
however, our non-musical productions still struggle to make a profit. These conditions
make it impossible to set a budget for next year's show with certainty, but based on last
year's budget and the expected audience growth this year, $2,000 will probably be the
maximum amount available for the production costs of A Midsummer Night's Dream.
In addition to myself, there is one other person on the staff who will work on the
show. Myron Miller, an active member of IATSE 426, helps with the construction of sets
and assists instruction of the technical theatre class. He works on most shows that play
in the Casper Events Center as well as shows that play in the John F. Welch Auditorium.
Mr. Miller is in charge of scheduling events in our school auditorium, security, and
supplying technical support to local and touring shows. Above all, he is in charge of
auditorium maintenance and safety.
Student involvement in theatre at NCHS comes in the form of both curricular and
extra-curricular activities. Students begin taking drama classes at Natrona County High
School as sophomores. One benefit that NC will enjoy in the 2004-2005 year is a
talented group of enthusiastic, academic, and theatre loving juniors. The females in this
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group seem especially talented with some talented males as well. Unfortunately, we will
not have many seniors in the 2004-2005 year, so most of the actors in the show will have
only two or three high school shows to draw experience from. Basically, next year's cast
will have an abundance of enthusiasm for theatre (many of them take summer school
classes in order to fit theatre classes into their schedules), but relatively little experience.
Rehearsals for the shows produced by NC Theatre have historically taken place from
3:20 to 6:00 in the auditorium with occasional Saturday and 7:00 rehearsals. However,
two new classes, Theatre II and Theatre III, will be added to the curriculum in the 20042005 school year; these classes will accomplish many hours of rehearsal and technical
work for A Midsummer Night's Dream, and two Introduction to Theatre courses will
complete a small amount of technical work for the show as well.
Students and staff will use the John F. Welsh Auditorium for the show
performance. Aesthetically, the John F. Welsh Auditorium is a beautiful eighty-year-old
pseudo Victorian facility with a seating capacity of about 1,400. The rectangular house
measures sixty-four feet wide by eleven feet deep. The balcony seats about three
hundred. As visually stunning as the space appears, the house dimensions can make
intimate theatre difficult; the space seems like it was meant much more as a concert hall
than a high school theatre.
The proscenium of the auditorium measures fifteen feet tall and thirty-nine feet
seven inches wide, and there are twenty-two feet separating the upstage wall and the
curtain line. A six foot thrust in front of the curtain runs the width of the proscenium.
The John F. Welsh Auditorium has twelve feet of wing space on each side with a door
leading to the school hallways on stage left, and a double door leading outside on stage

I
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right. On the up right comer, four stairs and a door lead up to the theatre classroom,
while a downward flight of stairs leads to the makeup and dressing rooms.
The shop, costume room, and a small props room are located in the basement of
the school. The scenery shop also acts as a scenery and furniture storage room. It is well
stocked with tools conducive to building, but it is often difficult to keep aisles clear when
construction starts. Due to the stairs and comers, workers must construct large set pieces
on stage.
The costume shop contains one working sewing machine in addition to three work
tables, racks of clothing, and shelves and cupboards filled to the brim with items that will
probably never see the light of the stage.
The fly system, catwalks, and grid pose safety hazards, so most students are kept
out of these areas. Although equipped with a pin rail fly system, the auditorium does not
make use of counterweights. The fly space is not enough to completely fly out a drop, so
this further negates its usefulness. There are five rows of electrics over the stage. Three
of these are equipped with strip lights while the remaining two make use of Fresnels.
Over the house are sixteen Source 4s and three Source 4s on trees on the house left and
right sides. All of these instruments are controlled by a 48-channel 2 scene Strand light
board. This light board has no "go" button, so every scene must be programmed into a
slider. The sound system consists of a sixteen channel Yamaha sound board and five
house speakers.
Scheduling a show at Natrona County High School often seems problematic
because several community groups also make use of the facility. The Wyoming
Symphony Orchestra holds concerts and rehearsals in the auditorium as does Artcore.
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Artcore is a community nonprofit organization that brings various performing arts groups
to the Casper community. According to the official activities schedule, auditorium
reservation dates for high school band, high school choir, and Wyoming Symphony
Orchestra concerts include November 4-6. As of yet, Artcore has not turned in a
schedule for next year's auditorium usage. Different community and school groups will
probably reserve one or two days every week until November 6. After this date, NC
Theatre will have the space reserved exclusively.
Along with outside conflicts, one must also take interdepartmental conflicts into
account. One such internal conflict for NC Theatre includes the State Drama
Competition which happens the first weekend in December. As part of this competition,
NCHS students must prepare two short plays and several individual technical events.
Preparation for this competition will likely interfere with preparation for A Midsummer
Night' s Dream.

f' . '. J 'Natrona County '1-fiBh Schoo(
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930 South x(m

Casyer, Wyomin8 82601
Plione: (307) 577-0330
'Fax:

(307) 233-1507

March 1 2, 2004

To Whom It May Concern:
Bob Hunt has administrative approval to continue with his planned production
of A Midsummer Night's Dream on November 18-20, 2004. I am aware that
this production is a part of his Master's Thesis Project for Central
Washington University, and he has permission to use the facilities at NCHS to
complete this endeavor. Furthermore, Mr. Hunt has permission to include
activities for this project in the curriculum of his Theatre classes at Natrona
County High School.
Respectfully,

Brad Stutheit
Assistant Principal
Natrona County High School

Pride in ~xce((ence
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Evaluation of A Midsummer Night's Dream as a Production Vehicle
The audience for the Natrona County High School performance of A Midsummer
Night' s Dream will consist primarily of students and adult supporters of these students.
The student portion of the audience will consist of students from the high school, jr. high
school, and college levels, while the adult audience will consist of the cast's family,
teachers, and community members who enjoy and support teens and their involvement in
the arts. A Midsummer Night's Dream explores many themes this audience will find
pertinent and intriguing. Emphasis of these themes will make the comedy an effective
production vehicle with this audience.
One idea explored in the play that students and adult supporters of these students
can appreciate is the rebellion that takes place when guardians do not approve of the
romantic choices made by their children.

This rebellion first shows itself when the

audience finds that Lysander plans to marry Hermia in direct opposition to her father's
wishes. Hermia and Lysander then amplify their rebellion when they meet in the forest
with plans of fleeing together in an attempt to escape "the sharp Athenian law." The
general audience will probably sympathize with the plight of the lovers because of the
harshness and randomness of the law, but they may also recognize instances of similar
rebellion occurring in the romantic trysts of high school students.
Another theme that should strike a chord with the audience is the volatility of
romantic relationships in young people. In the play, Shakespeare offers no reason for
Demetrius's abandonment of Helena in favor of Hermia; Puck and Oberon fantastically
cause the later desertion of Hermia by both men. The short romance between Bottom and
Titania may serve as the best example of unpredictability in romantic relationships
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because the mismatch is so great. These intense, short, and unexplainable infatuations
occur as regularly in today's teen world as they do in A Midsummer Night's Dream.
Most of the action in the comedy takes place in what Shakespeare scholar
Northrop Frye calls "a charmed area where the ordinary laws of nature don't quite apply"
(3 7). Frye goes on to say that "the wood-world has affinities with what we call the
unconscious or subconscious part of the mind; a part below the reason's encounter with
objective reality, and yet connected with the hidden creative powers of the mind" (47). It
is this part of the mind, the part below reason and ruled by passion, that causes a person
to fall in love or infatuation. It is this part of the mind that causes one to take actions not
logically explainable. Adolescents sometimes exist more in this realm than in the realm
of reason and the consequences can be comic, as they are in this play, or tragic, as they
are in Romeo and Juliet. The enchanted woods of A Midsummer Night's Dream and all
that they represent should seem more familiar to adolescent students and the adults who
spend time with them.
Since the early part of last century, scholars have noticed and pondered the
meaning behind the collision of four distinct worlds in A Midsummer Night's Dream.
Margaret Lucy summed up this observation in 1906 when she said, "Shakespeare's A
Midsummer Night's Dream is a play that encompasses three worlds: the romantic world
of the aristocratic lovers, the workday world of the rude mechanicals, and the fairy world
of Titania and Oberon." Robert Ornstein made a similar observation in his analysis of
Shakespeare's comedies when he wrote, "By all the conventional rules of artistic
decorum, the three worlds of A Dream cannot be part of the same dramatic universe" (74-
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75). Although this convergence of societies may seem fantastical, it mirrors modem teen
culture.
Secondary public school teachers may easily observe similar societal
convergences in their classrooms on a daily basis. The socio-economic distinction
between Theseus and the Mechanicals in A Midsummer Night's Dream shows itself just
as obviously in a high school setting. Just as Theseus, Hippolyta and their court occupy a
spot several rungs above Bottom and the other players on the social ladder, the senior
class president is generally several rungs ahead of the average freshman. Likewise, the
quarterback often commands more respect than members of the chess club.
High school students often classify themselves according to the clique that they
belong to and give themselves titles such as Prep, Stoner, Cowboy, Jock, Cheerleader,
etc. This practice of labeling serves as another similarity between the A Midsummer
Night' s Dream characters and secondary students. Whether we discuss Snug, the Joiner,
Bottom, the Weaver, Snout, the Tinker, Oberon, King of the Faeries, or Hippolyta, Queen
of the Amazons, it seems that all of the characters in A Midsummer Night's Dream have
titles, and these titles are analogous to and serve the same purpose as high school cliques.
In both the high school and the world of the play, varying levels of society converge in a
way that is rare in other circumstances. During the performance of the mechanicals in A
Midsununer Night' s Dream, the worlds of the Lovers, the Fairies, the Craftsmen, and the
Athenian royals meet for a short period of time. Ideally, this short meeting of cultures
will mirror itself simultaneously within the cast and audience as members of different
social worlds experience the performance together. Figuratively, during this moment,
characters, actors, and audience all become a part of the same dream.
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Although the themes, characters, and social situations in A Midsummer Night' s
Dream make it ideal for the given audience, inherent obstacles exist when considering the
given performers and venue. The first barrier to a successful show with high school
performers is Shakespearean dialogue. Many students have become disenchanted with
Shakespeare due to the untrained, monotone, round robin reading sessions that they are
often forced to endure in their literature classes. The first step to a successful production
will include instilling a positive attitude toward Shakespearean language in the students.
Simply giving the students some training significantly improves this attitude. Natrona
County High School students have begun this training in their theatre classes through the
practice of exercises found in Wesley Van Tassel's Clues to Acting Shakespeare text, and
the resulting success with Shakespearean monologues has increased student enthusiasm
for Shakespearean texts.
In addition to providing the students with Shakespearean voice training, another
strategy for success includes character and script analysis. Once the actors understand
their goals and tactics for each scene, they will deliver their lines much more naturally
and effectively. This will also allow students (and the audience) to focus on the plot and
the characters rather than the language.
The last strategy in overcoming the Shakespearean language barrier lies in the
choice of script. As a performance of the complete script would not prove conducive to
the given performers and audience, an abridgement of the script will prove necessary.
Choosing a script that stresses action and cuts obscure mythological references and long
passages of description will help the actors and audience connect with the story.
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Another obstacle to the success of the production lies in the architecture of the
venue. The enchanted woodland may not seem as magical from the back of the house at
the John F. Welch Auditorium as it would in a theater with a smaller house. With such a
large house, the audience may lose some of the spectacle used to create the supernatural
characters and environment, as well as a degree of intimacy with the actors. This
distance may also make it difficult for audiences to keep track of characters and
relationships. If the audience can't see the actors well enough to distinguish characters,
the plot will seem unintelligible.

To counteract this, technical crews will close some of

the seating in the auditorium, and construct a thrust so that the action can move closer to
the audience. Costume designs will help audience members identify characters and
relationships.
The final challenge to successfully staging A Midsummer Night's Dream in the
John F. Welsh Auditorium will involve constructing a set with enough spectacle to create
the necessary enchantment in the short amount of time allowed by the auditorium usage
schedule. Because of the limited amount of depth and wing space on stage, a large set
may not be constructed until after outside groups finish their performances. This can
cause a severe time crunch the two weeks prior to performance. A last minute rush to
complete the set will distract the actors at a time when focus is of primary importance,
and the technical crew will likely miss its opportunity to effectively rehearse set changes
and lighting cues.
To compensate for the scheduling situation, the set design must allow ease of
storage and movement. Thus, the design will consist mostly of relatively small, freestanding set pieces that can quickly move and store. Technical crews will construct tree
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trunks and pillars small and light enough to store behind the upstage traveler, and large
set pieces such as the temple in the forest will be constructed with lightweight walls and
coffin locks so that they can store on top of the grand piano case upstage left. This
design will allow the construction crew to start early rather than waiting for other groups
to finish using the auditorium before beginning construction. Although this will require
the crew to move the set several times, the overall construction time will increase, and
actors will have more time to rehearse with the set.
Director's Concept Statement for A Midsummer Night' s Dream
As Frye suggests, the world that Oberon rules "has affinities with what we call the
unconscious or subconscious part of the mind; a part below the reason's encounter with
objective reality, and yet connected with the hidden creative powers of the mind" (47).
Athens, on the other hand, with its rigid laws represents the conscious part of the mind
controlled by logic and the superego.
Of utmost importance to the show is the demonstration of a coexistence and
convergence of these two worlds. Thus, the design of the lighting, set, and costumes
should work towards emphasizing their coexistence and simultaneous separation in
mood. The trend in recent Shakespeare productions seems to be modernization of
costumes, plot, and setting. Examples of these attempts at modernization include the
1996 release of Romeo and Juliet starring Leonardo DiCaprio and Claire Danes, which
set the story in a modem day gang/mafia setting and the 1999 release of A Midsummer
Night's Dream, with Hollywood stars such as Calista Flockhart and Kevin Kline, which
set the play in the 1920's. In spite of this rather successful trend, the Natrona County
High School production will place the play in the mythical setting suggested by the
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script. The Greek myth of Theseus labels him as a contemporary of Hercules. In this
time of Myth, anything, whether it be the appearance of a god or the existence of
imaginary creatures, seems possible. This once upon a time environment allows the
audience to accept Oberon and Titania's domain much more easily than a modernized
environment. Another benefit is that textual inconsistencies created by forcing the play
into an environment for which it was not created will not occur.
The main elements used for the physical setting of the play will be structures with
pillars that suggest the world of Athens, and trees that suggest the world of fairies. When
the action is in Athens, the set will look very symmetrical. A structure similar to the
skene of the Greek theatre will appear in the center of the stage with a symmetrical
arrangement of trees. The building will look new and the trees will seem controlled, as if
they had been planted. In contrast, the woods will consist of trees arranged in a random,
organic manner with a structure resembling the temple of Dionysus up stage left. The
trees and the temple will look ancient and untamed in this woodland scene.
In both settings, trees represent the world of fairies. In Athens, they seem less
wild and controlled. This difference symbolizes the suppression of the creative impulse
in a world ruled by law and logic. In contrast, the creative impulse in the land of fairy
remains unstifled. This is shown by the untamed arrangement of the trees along with
their greater number. Logic, represented by the temple structure, still exists in this
setting, but it is more intuitive and less governed by societal laws. The greater age of the
forest represents that this area depicts a more primal portion of the mind.
Light will also help distinguish and separate the two worlds by suggesting the
time of action. The action in Athens takes place during the day, thus the upstage scrim
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will be lit sky-blue, and the lighting of the acting areas will suggest daylight. The
twilight and sunrise can be suggested by lighting the scrim with a reddish tint and
adjusting the intensity or color of acting areas. Blue gels with leaf gobos will suggest a
moonlit night in the forest, and the scrim for this scene may be lit a dark blue, or the
black traveler may represent the night sky. When the fairies make their appearance, the
play completely makes a shift to a sort of otherworld. This otherworld will be
represented by black light. The black light will give fairy characters an otherworldly
appearance by creating the illusion that they emit light, and it will aid the illusion that the
fairy world exists on top of our own by revealing elements that are not visible in the
regular stage light. The shift from day to night to otherworldly black light, and back
again represents a shift from the conscious to the unconscious.
Costumes and makeup will act as the final means of showing the distinction and
convergence of the A Midsummer Night's Dream worlds. The costumes of Titania's
attendants will include traditional fairy wings and symbolize the natural elements for
which they are named. Titania's costume will resemble the female Roman costumes, but
natural elements such as flowers, moss, and plants will be molded into her costume, hair,
and crown. To set Titania apart from the other fairies, her costume will appear mostly
white with trimmings the same colors as the fairy attendant's costume. Titania's costume
will not include wings as these would diminish the power of her character. All of these
costumes will react with the black light in order to create the illusion that the fairy
characters are made of light. Oberon's costume will consist of a tunic and cloak with
fringe decorated in flame patterns. These flames recall the description in the legend of
Huon of Bordeaux in which "Oberon appeared like a brilliant meteor" (Guerber 220).
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This design also provides contrast because fire (represented by Oberon) and earth
(represented by Titania and the other fairies) represent opposite elements. This contrast
will help the audience to visualize the conflict between Oberon and Titania.
The costumes of the Athenian lovers will use color to help the audience keep
track of character traits and relationships. Lysander' s costume will consist of a blue
tunic, a burgundy cloak, and gold embroidery. Hermia's costume will match the blue of
Lysander's tunic, and her gold belt will match his embroidery. Demetrius and Helena
will have similar costumes, but the tunic and dress of these character will be green (green
also represents the envy and jealousy of the two characters). The matching colors will
help the audience keep track of which couples should be together as the action of the play
intensifies.
Peter Quince, Bottom, and the rest of the mechanicals will dress in earth tone
tunicas and lacema. These earth tones will communicate that the mechanicals belong to a
lower status than the other characters. The colors of the lacema will help the audience to
differentiate between the characters. While the other characters will wear earth tone
lacema, Bottom will wear a brighter red to set him apart from the others and represent his
boundless passion.
Theseus and Hippolyta will both wear purple to show their royalty and visually
connect the characters as a couple; Theseus' cloak and Hippolyta's hood and cloak will
each bear this color. Theseus will have gold embroidery on his cloak and tunic, and
Hippolyta's belt will also be gold.
The costume designs are more Roman than Greek because the Roman designs
provide more coverage and spectacle. Since the mythologies of the two cultures are
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nearly identical, the audience should be able to accept the mythical characters in Roman
garb.
The scene, lighting, and costume design serve to show separate, similar worlds
just beyond each other's reach. The similarities (such as the common elements in the
scene design of both Athens and the forest, or the commonalities in costume for Titania,
Oberon, Theseus, Hippolyta, and the mechanicals) act as a reminder of how close these
worlds are. These similarities also work with the plot of the play to demonstrate that the
world of creativity (the forest) and the world ofreason (Athens) do not exist
independently from each other even though the connection between the two can not
always be seen.
A Midsummer Night's Dream Production Schedule
August 30-Sep7

Classes complete exercises from Clues to Acting Shakespeare.
Students divide into groups to wok on Set, Costumes, Makeup, and
Publicity for the production. Requirements and deadlines are
given to each group.

September 7

Auditions in the auditorium

September 8

Call Backs 3:30-5:00

September 9

Actors sign in and read through the script

September 10

Blocking Act I Scene 1
Blocking Act I Scene 2

September 13

Blocking Act II Scene 1
Run and refine Ii-Ili

September 14

Blocking Ilii
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September 15

Blocking Illi

September 14

Blocking Illii

September 15

Run and Refine Acts 1-3

September 16

Block Act IVi. Makeup Deadline-Designs turned in, Makeup
inventory is finished, and the order forms for new makeup are
turned in.

September 17

Block Act !Vii

September 20

Run and Refine IV

September 21

Block Act Vi

September 22

Run and Refine Blocking Acts IV-V

September 23

Run and Refine Blocking Acts IV-V

September 23

Run Acts I-III

September 27

Run Acts I-III

September 28

Run Acts IV -V

September 30

Run Acts IV-V

October 1

Work Trouble Scenes

October 4

OFF BOOK Work Ii

October 5

Work Iii

October 6

Work Iii

October 7

Work Iii

October8

Work IIii

October 11

Run Acts I and II

October 12

Work Illi
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October 13

Work IIIii

October 14

Work !Vi

October 15

Work !Vii PSAs to Newspapers and Radio, Final Poster Design
Turned in on Disk. Set construction Deadline.

October 18

Run Acts III-IV Makeup Designs are applied to Fairies this week.

October 19

Work Vi

October 20

Work Vii

October 21

Run Acts IV -V

October 22

Run Acts I-III Costume Deadline-Costumes are all constructed
and fitted.

October 25

Work Act I

October 26

work Act II

October 27

Work Act III

October 28

Work Act IV

October 29

Work Act V All Posters Hung

November 1

Work Act 1

November2

Work Act II

November 3

Work Act III

November 4

Work Act IV

November 5

Work Act V Presale ticket money and ad sales due. Schedule

Costume Parade

interviews with television and radio.
November 8

Cue to Cue Acts 1-3 Followed by a run-through 3:30-?

November 9

Cue to cue Acts 4-5 Followed by a run-through 3:30-?
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November 10

Complete Run with Tech 3:30-7:30. Program turned in on disk.

November 11

Complete Run with Tech 3:30-7:30

November 12

Complete Run with Tech 3:30-7:30

November 15

Full Dress and Makeup 3:30-7:30

November 16

Full Dress and Makeup 3:30-7:30

November 17

Last Dress Rehearsal 3 :30-6:00

November 18-20

Show performances will take place at 7:30. Cast and crew check
in by 5:30

*Rehearsals for A Midsummer Night's Dream will take place in the auditorium. In the
event that the auditorium is unavailable, cast and crew should meet in room 150 for
rehearsal. Rehearsal and technical work will take place th _gth hours and after school
between 3: 30-6: 00.
Given Circumstances
Acts one and five of A Midsummer Night's Dream take place within the walls of
an Athens ruled by Theseus during the mythic time of characters such as Hercules and
Amazons. Although Shakespeare uses an actual geographic location for his setting, he
does not prioritize historical accuracy within this setting as highly as romantic comedy.
As Barbara Mowatt and Paul Werstine note in their preface to the Folger's edition of the
play, Shakespeare
builds a world that purports to be the city of Athens, home to the
legendary characters Theseus and Hippolyta. That world exists in
references to "Athenian youth," to "the law of Athens," and to "Athen's
gates." But the language used in this Athens creates not a recognizable
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Greek city (in contrast to the opening scenes of, say, Julius Caesar, where
the language creates a Rome of the classic past) but rather a placeless,
almost timeless world of romantic love, of ritual, of mythology. (xvi)
Inadequacies for a historical Athens include inconsistent time references such as the
"French crown" mentioned in line ninety three of act one, scene two, or the mention of
the "wandering knight" so typical in medieval romances in line forty three of the same
scene. These inconsistent references along with the presence of English folk beliefs
(evidenced by the appearance of Robin Goodfellow and references to maying)
demonstrate that the Athens of the play is a fantastical Athens which allows a
juxtaposition of English characters and ideas.
Acts two through four take place in an enchanted forest outside of town, and the
dialogue gives some clues about the size of the area where the action in the woods
occurs. Lysander plans to meet Hermia "in the wood a league without the town"
( 1.1.167) while the mechanicals plan to meet "in the palace wood, a mile without town,
by moonlight" (1.2.98). From these clues we can deduce that the action of acts two
through four take place close to Athens and probably within the radius of a few miles.
Shakespeare also describes the physical appearance of the woods by naming its
vegetation. Quince refers to the woods as "the Duke's Oak," (1.2.106) and when the
players meet in the woods they rehearse near a "hawthorn brake" (3.1.4). These woods
also consist of"faint primrose beds," (1.1.220) "green plots," (3.1.3) bogs, bushes,
brakes, and briers (3.1.107-9).
Matching a timeline with the events in the play proves difficult because much of
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the information in the script seems inconsistent. The presence of Theseus and Hippolyta,
and the references made by and about these characters, place the play in a mythic and
ancient period. Theseus' father in the myth is Aegeus, after whom the Aegean Sea is
named; his marriage to Hippolyta predates the battle of Troy, and he was a contemporary
of Hercules. Clearly, Theseus is among the oldest heroes in literature, but placing an
exact date on the life of a mythical character approaches the impossible. Because of this
difficulty, the phrases "once upon a time," or "in the time of myth," may most nearly
approach the setting of A Midsummer Night's Dream. For the literalist who needs a
more specific date, Isaac Asimov puts "the time of the play at about 1230 B.C." (18).
Another difficulty regarding time reveals itself when trying to identify the month
in which the action takes place. Part of this difficulty lies in the confusion caused by
references to May Day and Midsummer within the text of the play. Upon finding the
sleeping lovers together in his wood, Theseus says, "No doubt they rose up early to
observe / The right of May; and, hearing our intent/ Came here in grace of our
solemnity" (4.1.137-39). This line causes scholars such as Northrop Fry to conclude that
"the main action in the fairy wood takes place on the eve of May Day" (Frye 41 ).
However, this theory negates the play's title which would place the action in the forest
during the June solstice. One theory as to why Shakespeare seems to blend these
holidays within A Midsummer Night's Dream concludes that he broadens and extends a
"sense of festival" by linking the play's action to May Day and the custom of maying and
Midsummer Eve (Young 19). Some of the confusion clears up when one realizes that
"Maying and its other games need not take place only at May Day; hence its appearance
in a play explicitly linked in its title to Midsummer Eve" (Holland 104). Although May
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Day rituals can take place outside of May 1st, the Summer solstice can not move, so we
must conclude that, although both holidays lend important connotations to the play, the
action in the forest takes place during Midsummer. This Midsummer's Eve date is
important because
An Elizabethan audience would have expected several things from a play
about Midsummer Eve. First there would be scenes in the woods, for that
was where one went to gather, by moonlight and at midnight, the special
plants that might bring one luck, make one invisible, or reveal one's love
[... ] it would come as no surprise that there were spirits in the woods,
spirits capable of playing tricks on those who entered their domain.
(Young 25)
One explanation for Theseus' mention of the "rights of May" is that he links marriage
festivals with maying (Young 19).
One would expect pleasant temperatures and weather during a midsummer night,
and the imagery of flowers and other foliage in the play tends to support these
expectations. However, Titania's description of the current climate seems quite different
from this expectation. When discussing the weather Titania says that "winds, piping to
us in vain,/ As in revenge, have sucked up from the sea/ Contagious fogs" (2.1.91-93).
Titania goes on to describe flooding rivers, altered seasons, dead herds, and failed crops.
She blames Oberon for disrupting her fairy dances and causing this onslaught of
misfortune when she says, "with thy brawl thou hast disturbed our sport" (2.1.90).
Curiously, none of these disasters or severe conditions seem to reveal themselves in
Athens or the woods. The fairy that Puck meets in the beginning of act two occupies
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herself by decorating the fairy rings and cowslips with dew, and she does this to "serve
the Fairy Queen" (2.1.8). Neither the course of nature nor the climate seems altered or
out of balance within the woods; here Titania's nature spirits still attend to their duties in
a manner consistent with the season. Titania sleeps
on a bank where the wild thyme blows,
Where oxlips and the nodding violet grows,
Quite overcanopied with luscious woodbine,
With sweet muskroses, and with eglantine. (2.1.260)
Oberon describes these images in the present tense, so the horrible conditions described
by Titania must only exist outside of the woods. The climate within the woods, assuming
that we can trust the imagery, seems utopian. This difference in conditions further sets
the fairy grove apart from the rest of the world while heightening the impression of the
woods as a protected realm. The whole situation gives power and gravity to the
characters of Titania, Oberon, and the fairies. Even though their moods and activities
directly influence natural forces outside of their domain, they retain the power to control
these forces within their kingdom.
In regards to the woods, Northrop Frye said, "It seems that this wood is a
fairyland with its own laws of time and space," and a comparison between the passage of
time in the forest and in Athens proves the accuracy of his observation (Frye 44). In the
first four lines of the play, Theseus reveals that his marriage to Hippolyta will take place
within four days when he says,
Now, fair Hippolyta, our nuptial hour
Draws on apace. Four happy days bring in
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Another moon. But, 0, methinks how slow
This old moon wanes! (1.1.1-4)
Hippolyta reaffirms this timeline with her first line by saying, "Four days will quickly
steep themselves in night; / Four nights will quickly dream away the time" ( 1.1. 7-8).
These words mark the very beginning of the play which ends during the fifth act with the
predicted marriage. This timeline also acts as the deadline for Hermia to decide whether
or not she will agree to marry Demetrius. Theseus gives this deadline to Hermia when he
says,
Take time to pause, and by the next new moon
(The sealing day betwixt my love and me
For everlasting bond of fellowship),
Upon that day either prepare to die
For disobedience to your father's will,
Or else to wed Demetrius, as he would,
Or on Diana's alter to protest
For aye austerity and single life. (1.1.85-92)
The problem with this timeline/deadline lies in the fact that it does not match the action
of the play. Immediately after their meeting with Theseus, Lysander asks Hermia to
"Steel forth thy father's house tomorrow night" so that she may meet him in the woods
and they may elope (1.1.166). Helena's lines, "We must starve our sight/ From lovers'
food till morrow deep midnight," tell us that the lovers will meet in the forest during the
midnight hour (1.1.127-28). After meeting in the woods, the lovers get lost, Robin
Goodfellow separates and subsequently reunites them, and they sleep until Theseus
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discovers them the next morning. Upon finding the lovers Theseus asks Egeus, "Is not
this the day/ That Hermia should give answer of her choice?" (4.1.140-41). Egeus
answers in the affirmative, and later that night, the three couples wed. The problem with
these "four happy days" is that only three of them exist in the action of the play. It seems
that Shakespeare goes to some effort to establish the timeline of four days, but then he
does not follow it with the action in the woods. The approximate five hours that the
lovers spend in the forest [they met in the woods at midnight, and Theseus discovers
themjust after hearing the "morning lark" (4.1.98)] translates to two days in the Athenian
world.
After making the timeline so obvious, it does not seem likely that Shakespeare
simply made an error by failing to match the action to the four-day parameter.
Shakespeare purposefully created the play so that time for the lovers and Bottom [after
the marriage ceremony, Starveling reports that Bottom has not come home yet and says,
"Out of doubt he is transported" (4.2.3-4)] would not coincide with time for the
Athenians. The experience that Shakespeare has provided for the mortals who interacted
with the forest's immortal inhabitants is not uncommon in fairy lore. In the fairy realm,
A dance of a few minutes takes a year and a day of common time, as, in
the tale of Rhys and Llewellyn a few days of feasting and merriment have
consumed 200 years in the mortal world.[... ] The dancer in the fairy
circle is nearly always to be rescued after a year and a day, sometimes
after an exact year; two months equal 200 years; an hour may be a day and
a night. (Briggs 398-400)
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One myth also claims that the fairy king may deceive forest travelers and detain them in
'fairy time' to suffer a fate similar to Rip Van Winkle (Oberon). This incongruent passing
of time provides a more mystical element to the play and further divides the forest fairy
kingdom from the mortal world. It also acts as a piece of evidence that the mortal's
experiences in the woods were not merely dreams. Those characters influenced by the
world of fairy did "quickly dream away the time" (1.1.8).
Shakespeare's choices regarding environment and time have importance for
several reasons. The Theseus of legend battled fantastic creatures like centaurs and the
Minotaur. During one of his adventures he even journeyed to the underworld and
managed (with the help of Hercules) to return to Athens. By associating his play with
the mythical Athens ruled by Theseus, Shakespeare creates a dramatic universe where
anything proves possible and the presence of magical creatures and supernatural
phenomena is expected.
The contrasting settings in A Midsummer Night's Dream add a layer of symbolic
meaning to the play. Athens and the enchanted grove create "a clearly exposed debate
subject of moonlight versus daylight or imagination versus reason"(Holland 100). The
play has a plot, characters, rhythm, and spectacle, but it is this "debate" that provides the
play with a philosophical question and subsequently, the element of thought.
Although Athens and the realm of fairy represent symbolically polar ideas, the
two societies mirror each other in their social, political, economical, and religious
environment. Socially, both systems operate under a patriarchal system with various
class structures. This patriarchy first shows itself in line seventeen and eighteen of the
first scene when Theseus says, "Hippolyta, I wooed thee with my sword / And won thy
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love doing thee injuries."

These lines match the legends which portray Theseus stealing

Hippolyta away from her Amazon kingdom. Theseus treats her more like a spoil of war
or a possession than an equal even though she is a queen, and Egeus demonstrates the
same view of women as property within Athens when he says,
As she is mine, I may dispose of her,
Which shall either be to this gentleman
Or to her death, according to our law
Immediately provided in that case. (1.1.43-46)
Theseus agrees that the law supports Egeus and shows us that he expects women to give
complete obedience to their husbands and fathers under penalty of death.
Although the immortal Titania can not receive the ultimate penalty, Oberon
makes it clear that he expects her obedience with the line, "Tarry, rash wanton. Am not I
thy lord?" (2.1.65). When Titania fails to comply with Oberon's request for the
changeling boy he says, "Thou shalt not from this grove / Till I torment thee for this
injury" (2.1.151-2). Titania's refusal to obey will result in the punishment of falling in
love with a monster, and this punishment will continue until Oberon decides that the
crime of a wife's disobedience has been paid. Interestingly, the refusal of females to
obey the rules of the patriarchy interrupts the stasis in both the mortal and immortal
worlds. Hermia's refusal interrupts the stasis by leading her into the enchanted woods,
and Titania's refusal to obey incites Oberon to seek revenge and eventually affects even
the weather. Stasis can only be restored when the women return to their expected place in
society. The lovers return to Athens only after Titania reconciles with Oberon. This
allows the triple wedding which signifies a return to order and stasis. Upon waking from
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the spell, Titania seems to have completely forgotten her quarrel with Oberon. Oberon
then says, "Come, my queen, take hands with me, / And rock the ground whereon these
sleepers be" (4.1.89-90). They then dance, and restore harmony in the fairy and natural
worlds. Balance in the play depends on the subservience of women, but, ironically, their
ability to refuse submission and destroy the balance makes them equal to or more
powerful than their male counterparts.
Both the fairy world and the world of Athens seem to operate under a maledominated feudalistic government. Oberon and Titania are referred to as King and Queen
and Theseus marries the queen of the Amazons. Curiously, Theseus himself is referred to
as a duke. This becomes evident with Egeus first line when he says, "Happy be Theseus,
our renowned Duke." (1.1.21) Quince calls Theseus 'Duke' a second time when he says,
"At the Duke's oak we meet." (1.2.106) It would seem that his ownership of the land and
marriage to the Queen of a matriarchal society would endow Theseus with the title of
King, but the characters in the play consistently describe him as the duke. In the myth,
Theseus is known as a king of Athens who creates a class structure including nobles,
farmers, and craftsmen in order to prevent disorder. "Theseus limited his own kingly
powers ... and made them dependent upon the counsel of the nobles and the assembly of
the people" (Schwab 216). Shakespeare's choice of titles for Theseus probably had more
to do with the history of the crusades than development of Theseus' dramatic personae.
In 1204 a party of crusaders from the West overthrew the Byzantine
Empire, which then ruled Greece, took and sacked its capital,
Constantinople, and divided up what they could of the Empire among
themselves, fashioning new states Western style. One of these fragments
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was the 'Duchy of Athens[ ... ] in 1456, it was absorbed into the empire
of the Ottoman Turks. Shakespeare's play, probably written about 1595,
was only a century and a half removed from the Duchy of Athens, and the
title of 'Duke' would seem a natural one to the Elizabethan audience.
(Asimov 18)
Whether or not Theseus goes by the title of 'Duke' or 'King,' he has a king's power to
override the "harsh Athenian law," and he demonstrates this power when he finds the
lovers in the forest. Egeus calls for enforcement of the law, and Theseus replies, "Egeus,
I will overbear your will" (4.1.186). This stratified, patriarchal society of both the fairy
and human worlds facilitates the development of conflict when the lovers, Titania, and
Hippolyta resist conformity.
In addition to showing the class and political structures within Athens,
Shakespeare also gives us a clue regarding the economy. Bottom hopes to win a pension
of six pence a day with his rendition of Pyramus and Thisbe. A skilled craftsman during
Shakespeare's time would earn six to nine pence a day (Holland 229). Since the prospect
of winning this prize excites the mechanicals, we can assume the value comparable to six
pence in Shakespeare's day.
Although the characters in the play make reference to Greek gods and goddesses,
the prime religious influences seem to come from the Christianity of Shakespeare's day.
The audience sees these influences specifically at many points in the play. Oberon's
revelation to Puck that "we are spirits of another sort" (3.2.410) reflects religious beliefs
about the nature of the spirit world. Shakespeare found it necessary to make this
revelation so that the audience would not think that the fairies were evil or demonic.
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Oberon's recollection of enjoying himself in the sunlight (3.2.411-15) proves that the
fairies are not damned spirits because beliefs of the time held that damned spirits had to
flee from the daylight (Mowat 110).
Another reflection of Christian religious belief occurs when Bottom jumbles St.
Paul's scripture.
Throughout the early chapters of I Corinthians Paul relates again and
again his central distinction between the wisdom of the world and the
foolishness of God, bearing witness to the mystery that fools for Christ's
sake know truths unfathomable to those wise after the flesh. Shakespeare
must surely have expected his Bible-reading patrons to recall amid their
laughter at least the general drift of the context wherein St. Paul speaks of
God's strange and admirable choice of foolish things to confound the
certitudes of the material world. (Miller 266)
Bottom serves as the fool who discovers a mystery, and the fairies "confound the
certitudes of the material world." Bottom's epiphany and the play exemplify the very
scripture that Bottom jumbles.
Bottom speaking of his experiences hints at what is surely the most
provocative complementary vision of all, St. Paul's paradox that faith is
both folly and the highest wisdom. [... ] No one's eye is more fleshly
than Bottom's, and yet in spite of his childish intellectual limitations-and
perhaps because of them-he catches a glimpse into a genuine extraphysical order. (Miller 267)
Previous Action
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A multitude of events occurring previous to the action of the play greatly
contribute to the characterization, thought, and plot of the work. As act one opens,
Theseus has just returned to Athens with Hippolyta. Previous to the play Theseus
abducted Hippolyta from the society of the Amazons. In some versions of the story,
Theseus uses trickery to perform the abduction. In Gustav Schwab's version of events,
He (Theseus) had landed on the coast of the country of the Amazons, and
these warlike women, who were not in the least afraid of men, not only did
not flee from this splendid young hero but sent him the gifts a host
bestows upon his guest. Theseus was pleased with the gifts but still more
with the bringer, a lovely Amazon by the name of Hippolyte [sic]. He
invited her to visit him on his ship and, when she came aboard, set sail and
carried her off[ ... ] Hippolyte was not at all averse to being the wife of a
hero. (217)
In Chaucer's Knight's Tale, Theseus conquers the Amazonian kingdom before abducting
their queen (Holland 131 ). This invasion seems to mesh more closely with the previous
action of the play because of Theseus' line, "I wooed thee with my sword,/ And won thy
love doing thee injuries" (1.1.16-17). As Oberon later reveals, Hippolyta's abduction is
far from Theseus' first mistreatment of the women in his life. Oberon reveals some of
the atrocities committed by Theseus in prior relationships while chiding his wife when he
says,
Didst thou not lead him through the glimmering night
From Perigenia, whom he ravished?
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And make him with fair Agle break his faith,
With Ariadne and Antiopa? (2.1.78-83)
According to the myths, Theseus finds Perigouna hiding in a bush after killing her father
and convinces her to have intercourse with him by promising to "use her gently"
(Holland 158). He subsequently marries her off to someone else after she bears a son.
Ariadne saves Theseus from the labyrinth by giving him a spool of thread and he pays her
back by abandoning her on Cypress, seasick and pregnant, thanks to his infatuation with
the nymph, Aegle. (Holland 158). Theseus later abandons Antiopa so that he can marry
Phaedra (Holland 159). These abductions help set the tone of the play by establishing
Athens as a Patriarchal society. This event also establishes Hippolyta as a foreigner and
shows that Theseus can act on romantic or sexual impulse even though he seems rational
during the course of the play. Choices made by the director and the actress playing
Hippolyta regarding that character's reaction to the abduction and her feelings towards
Theseus can drastically change the interpretation of the play. If Hippolyta rejects
Theseus and views herself as his prisoner, the effect is much different than if she accepts
him and doesn't mind the fact that she has been abducted.
When Shakespeare introduces Oberon and Titania the audience finds them in the
midst of an argument so great that it has affected the weather. One cause of this
argument is Oberon's desire to have Titania's Indian boy changeling as his servant.
Titania describes this boy's mother as "a vot'ress of my order" and refuses to give the
child up because she has fond memories of the boy's mother who died giving birth. The
other cause of the argument between the fairy rulers is jealousy. Titania believes that
Oberon has had an affair with Hippolyta, and he believes that Titania has done the same
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with Theseus. The fact that this argument has started before the play determines how the
characters should interact with each other when the audience sees them in the first scene
of act two.
Previous action also plays a role in defining the relationship between the four
lovers. Demetrius reveals his prior betrothal to Helena when he says, "To her, my lord,/
Was I betrothed ere I saw Hermia" (4.1.179-180). From Lysander we learn that
Demetrius "Made love to Nedar's daughter, Helena" (1.1.109). In addition, Hermia and
Helena grew up as close friends who
... grew together
Like to a double cherry, seeming parted,
But yet an union in partition,
So with two seeming bodies but one heart. (3.2.113-17)
This set of preexisting circumstances intensifies the conflict between the lovers by
heightening their emotional connections. An understanding of these circumstances also
changes the interpretation of the play's resolution. Examination of the previous action
shows that Demetrius' feelings for Helena at the end of the play are not entirely druginduced.
The random effects of the drug on Lysander and Titania have become
focused to make Demetrius more intensely in love with the person whom
he is actually in love .. .The charm leaves him in an intensified state of his
previous affection, not in a new state of unwanted and unwonted desire.
(Holland 68)
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We would imagine Oberon unfair or possibly even wicked ifhe was to leave Demetrius
drugged with artificial affection for Helena, but examination of the previous action shows
that this is not the case.
Analysis of dialogue
In addition to using dialogue to create dramatic action, character, and given
circumstances, Shakespeare uses dialogue in this play to delineate the worlds of the
fairies, the Athenians, and the mechanicals. He uses dialogue strategically to
build a dramatic world that has its own space, time, history, and
background mythology. A Midsummer Nights Dream is a particularly
interesting example of this practice in that, in this play, Shakespeare
creates three such worlds, each of which thinly veils other, very different
worlds. (Mowat xvi)
In general, Shakespeare uses word choice and poetic form as tools to differentiate
between characters and character groups. Within their speeches, Oberon and Titania tend
to make references to classical mythology while Puck's "language is studded not with
names from Ovid but with country proverbs" (Young 27). Shakespeare sets the
mechanicals apart from the other groups through the use of malapropisms (Mowat xxii).
Lines such as "I will aggravate my voice so that I will roar you as gently as any sucking
dove" (1.2.78-80) and "there we may rehearse most obscenely and courageously"
(1.2.103-4) reveal the mechanicals' education and add an element of humor.
In addition to word choice, Shakespeare uses poetic verse to separate and define
the character groups. In general the mechanicals speak in prose, with the exception of the
Pyramus and Thisbe play which consists of alternating rhyme and rhymed couplets. "Not
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only is the poetry bad, but it continually works, through its formality and artificiality, to
destroy all dramatic illusion" (Young 37).
Theseus and the courtly world of Athens tend to use free verse iambic pentameter
while the lovers use rhyming couplets with increasing frequency as they go further into
the woods. The lovers tend to break from the use of rhyming couplets when expressing
genuine emotion (Young 67). Such is the case in the speech that Helena delivers to
Hermia in the second scene of act three when Helena believes that her friend has joined
with the men in their ridicule towards her. The sense of hurt and betrayal in Helena's
voice seems evident when she says,
Injurious Hermia, most ungrateful maid,
Have you conspired, have you with these contrived,
To bait me with this foul derision?
Is all the counsel that we two have shared,
The sisters vows, the hours that we have spent
When we have chid the hasty-footed time
For parting us--0, is all forgot?

[ ...... . ............................. ]
And will you rent our ancient love asunder,
To join with men in scorning your poor friend?
It is not friendly; 'tis not maidenly.
Our sex as well as I, may chide you for it,
Though I alone do feel the injury. (3.2.201-24)
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No sense of pretense exists in these lines because Helena uses them to express the
genuine emotion resulting from her belief that her best friend has betrayed her. Helena's
speech which rebukes Lysander and Demetrius their betrayal is expressed with rhyming
couplets. When addressing the men, she says,
0 spite! 0 hell! I see you all are bent
To set against me for your merriment.
If you were civil and knew courtesy,
You would not do me thus much injury. (3.2.148-51)
In spite of the exclamation points at the beginning of this quotation, the artificiality
created by rhyming couplets causes the lines to lose some of their intensity. The lovers
do not use artificial rhyming couplets when expressing their most raw emotions.
The poetry of the fairy world often uses blank verse, but they also use
iambic pentameter and rhyming couplets. However, "their blank verse and pentameter
couplets match a rich, exotic diction with a lingering almost somnolent movement"
(Young 66).

The fairy world also makes use of trochaic tetrameter (Young 66). Oberon

and Titania use this form occasionally, but Puck uses it more often. The love spells
consist of seven syllables per line with rhyming couplets. The differentiation in word
choice and poetic form emphasizes contrasts and facilitates rapid scene changes.
Another device within the dialogue is the extended simile. Many of these "begin
as simple similes and then extend themselves into elaborate comparisons" (Mowat xxiii).
An example of the extended simile occurs in act one when Lysander compares the love
that he shares with Hermia to love depicted in other stories.
Lysander. The course of true love never did run smooth.
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But either it was different in bloodHermia. 0 cross! Too high to be enthralled to low
Lysander. Or else misgraffed in respect ofyearsHermia. 0 spite! Too old to be engaged to young.
Lysander. Or else it stood upon the choice of friendsHermia. 0 hell, to choose love by another's eyes!
Lysander. Or, if there were sympathy in choice,
War, death, or sickness did lay siege to it,
Making it momentary as a sound,
Swift as a shadow, short as any dream,
Brief as the lightening in the collied night,
That, in a spleen, unfolds both heaven and earth,
And, ere a man hath power to say "Behold!"
The jaws of darkness do devour it up.
So quick bright things come to confusion. (1.1.136-51)
This passage begins by comparing the plight of Hermia and Lysander to the plights faced
by famous literary and historical figures; but by the end of the simile, love is compared to
a sound, a shadow, lightening, and a dream. While these extended similes do nothing to
further the plot of the play, they do help to set an emotional tone through the repetitious
use of loaded words.
Shakespeare also uses long, interrupted sentences as a means to use loaded words
to set the emotional tone of A Midsummer Night's Dream. Such is the case in act one
when Hermia promises to meet Lysander in the woods.
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I swear to thee by Cupid's strongest bow,
By his best arrow with the golden head,
By the simplicity of Venus' doves,
By that which knitteth souls and prospers loves,
And by that fire which burned the Carthage queen
When the false Trojan under sail was seen,
By all the vows that ever men have broke
(In number more than ever women spoke)
In that same place thou hast appointed me,
Tomorrow truly will I meet with thee. ( 1.1.172-81)
As Mowat notes, "In some plays long, interrupted sentences are used to catch the
audience up in the narrative or are used as a characterizing device. In A Midsummer
Night's Dream, the interruptions are more often decorative lyrical passages" (xx).
These extended similes and interrupted sentences often result in listing and naming.
David Young likens the practice of naming and listing in the play to the same practice in
magic rituals of primitive religions (81-84). As magical and lyrical as these lists and
extended metaphors may seem, they also offer logical cutting points for directors and
producers interested in script adaptation for the sake of time or general audience
comprehension.
Among the images found within the dialogue of the play, one of the most
consistent is that of the flower. Along with the "love in idleness" used for the magical
spell, the play is full ofreferences to hawthorn buds (l.1.188), roses (1.1.131), cowslips
(2.1.10), oxlips (2.1.258), violets (2.1.259), muskroses (2.1.260) etc. In addition to these
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images and images from mythology, moon imagery occurs most consistently within the
play. Examples of lines containing moon imagery include: "Four happy days bring in I
Another moon. But, 0, methinks how slow/ This old moon wanes" (1.1.2-4), "Ill met by
moonlight proud Titania" (2.1.62), "meet me in the palace wood by moonlight" (l.2.9798), and "Swifter than the moon's sphere" (2.1.7). The moon acts as an important symbol
in the play because it is "associated with Phoebe and the triple goddess, Hecate-DianaProserpina, at once chaste and wanton, a symbol of change and transmutation" (Young
25). In British folklore, the moon was also thought to have magical properties capable of
revealing one's true love. This belief is demonstrated in the following poem from
Eleanor Hull's Folklore of the British Isles:
New Moon, New Moon, I hail thee;
By all the virtue in thy body,
Grant that this night I may see
Him who my true love is to be. (Young 25)
The symbolic importance of the moon is increased by the fact that the play occurs on
midsummer night:
An Elizabethan audience would have been to expect several things from a
play about Midsummer Eve. First there would be scenes in the woods, for
that was where one went to gather, by moonlight and at midnight, the
special plants that might bring one luck, make one invisible, or reveal
one's love [... ] it would come as no surprise that there were spirits in the
woods, spirits capable of playing tricks on those who entered their
domain. (Young 25)
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In A Midswnmer Nights Dream, the "moon is of the very essence and texture of the
play; we could no more root it out of the play's language than we could chop down the
woods" (Young 75).
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Unit Beat Analysis

(
CAST OF CHARACTERS
Theseus, Duke of Athens

Act 1, Scene 1
Athens. The palace of THESEUS.

Hippolyta, Queen of the Amazons, betrothed to Theseus
Egeus, Father of Hermia
Lysander, in love with Hermia
Demetrius, preferred by Egeus as a match for Hermia
Hermia, in love with Lysander
Helena, in love with Demetrius
Oberon, King of the Fairies
Titania, Queen of the Fairies
Puck or Robin Goodfellow, Oberon's jester and attendant
Peaseblossom, Fairy attending on Titania
Cobweb, Fairy attending on Titania

{Enter THESEUS and HIPPOLYTA.)

THESEUS
Now, fair Hippolyta, our nuptial hour
Draws on apace; four happy days bring in
Another moon: but, 0, methinks, how slow
This old moon wanes!
HIPPOLYTA
Four d~ys will_quic~ly steep themselves in_night; f(JJ,t>c/y jq
Four nights will quickly dream away the time;
ft- f_
And then the moon, like to a silver bow
Co;,.,, " ' 5
New-bent in heaven, shall behold the night
Of our solemnities.

Mustardseed, Fairy attending on Titania
Peter Quince, carpenter (Prologue in 'Pyramus and Thisbe')
Nick Bottom, weaver (Pyramus)
Francis Flute, bellows-mender (Thisbe)
Tom Snout, tinker (Wall)

THESEUS
Hippolyta, I woo'd thee with my sword, 14eseu.S
And won thy love, doing thee injuries;
But I will wed thee in another key,
With pomp, with triumph and with revelling.

Vv(,./S

Robin Starveling, tailor (Moonshine)

{Enter EGEUS, HERMIA, LYSANDER, and DEMETRIUS.)

Snug, joiner (Lion)

//Y)I
IiWf
EGEUS
Happy be Theseus, our renowned duke! .Fg e(..( s 'J..,it e.rc-ipis
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Ru /J7f)D I

THESEUS
Thanks, good Egeus: what's the news with thee?
The.S ec...~ ct.:.K//&t.-v(e
EGEUS
Full of vexation come I, with complaint
Against my child, my daughter Hermia.
2
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Stand forth, Demetrius. My noble lord,
This man hath my consent to marry her.
Stand forth, Lysander: and my gracious duke,
This man hath bewitch'd the bosom of my child;
Thou, thou, Lysander, thou hast given her rhymes,
And interchanged love-tokens with ·my child:
Thou hast by moonlight at her window sung,
With feigning voice verses of feigning love,
With cunning hast thou filch'd my daughter's heart,
Turn'd her obedience, which is due to me,
To stubborn harshness: and, my gracious duke,
Be it so she will not here before your grace
Consent to marry with Demetrius,
I beg the ancient privilege of Athens,
As she is mine, I may dispose of her:
Which shall be either to this gentleman
Or to her death, according to our law
Immediately provided in that case.

THESEUS
Eicher to die the death or to abjure T4e5e__t. .1.5
For ever the society of men.
Therefore, fair Hermia, question your desires;
Whether, if you yield not to your father's choice,
You can endure the livery of a nun.
Take time to pause; and, by the next new moonThe sealing-day betwixt my love and meUpon that day either prepare to die
For disobedience to your father's will,
Or else to wed Demetrius, as he would;
Or on Diana's altar to protest
For aye austerity and single life.
DEMETRIUS
Relent, sweet Hermia: and, Lysander, yield
Thy crazed title to my certain right.
LYSANDER
You have her fa ther's love, Demetrius; L
Let me have Hermia's: do you marry him.

THESEUS
What say you, Hermia?
The Se..'15
Demetrius is a worthy gentleman.
HERMIA
I would my father look'd but with my eyes.

f/e_<i1'],~

Je...£~_5

THESEUS
Rather your eyes must with his judgment look.74ese'1J

Correc__..'t5
HERMIA
I know not by what power I am made bold,
f·)c.r..w11rq
But I beseech your grace that I may know
The worst that may befall me in this case, he Sc.Ctc..h e S
If I refuse to wed Demetrius.
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EGEUS
.
Scornful Lysander! True, he hath my love, J;ge.C{ 5
And what is mine my love shall render him.
(c
And she is mine, and all my right of her
'2 c /)
I do estate unto Demetrius.

J

d

:J

LYSANDER
I am, my lord, as well derived as he,
L ys q,,c)er
As well possess'd; my love is more than his;
And, which is more than all these boasts can be,f" r2.CfSc:.v?5
I am beloved of beauteous Hermia:
Why should not I then prosecute my right?
Demetrius, I'll avouch it to his head,
Made love to Nedar's daughter, Helena,
Act 1 • Scene 1
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And won her soul; and she, sweet lady, dotes,
Devoutly dotes, dotes in idolatry,
Upon this spotted and inconstant man.

LYSANDER
Or else misgraffed in respect of years- .

l.y5eiviJ.u ·

THESEUS
I must confess that I have heard so much,
And with Demetrius thought to have spoke thereof;
But, being over-full of self-affairs,
T~~Seu 5
My mind did lose it. But, Demetrius, come; i\ (
,
And come, Egeus; you shall go with me;
0. 1.~M 1~ Se S
For you, fair Hermia, look you arm yourself
To fit your fancies to your father's will;
Or else the law of Athens yields you up
To death, or to a vow of single life.
Come, my Hippolyta: what cheer, my love?

,f.Ernnt all but LYSANDER and HERMIA.)

PLAtJfvLNS

AMftT:L;VG

LYSANDER
How now, my love! Why is your cheek so pale?
How chance the roses there do fade so fast?

Ly .Sq'1J<2r

HERMIA
Belike for want of rain, which I could well
Beteem them from the tempest of my eyes.

dcu~qi;~ r:5

HERMIA
O spite! Too old to be engaged to young. ~~ 8 ~/
4
4

LYSANDER
c_.., -5<;_f
Or else it stood upon the choice of friends(:_ y5'f'1t: ( (

O t?:j jc7

HERMIA
0 hell! To choose love by another's eyes.
If then true lovers have been ever cross'd,
It stands as an edict in destiny:
Then let us teach our trial patience.

He.<-. ., . /q
re}c.d

5

'
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LYSANDER
A good persuasion: therefore, hear me, Hermia.
I have a widow aunt, a dowager,
From Athens is her house remote seven leagues;
There, gentle Hermia, may I marry thee;
L'
,
And to that place the sharp Athenian law
f )c, 1e r
C~rnnot pursue us. If thou lov'st me then,
{' fc (
Steal forth thy father's house tomorrow night;
_S"
And in the wood, a league without the town,
There will I stay for thee.

,,J

nc(Lic es
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~-...., ,q
P<h,d_s
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t

LYSANDER
Ay me! For aught that I could ever read,
Could ever hear by tale or history,
'( 'J Q,1 c:A E: r
The ·course of true love never did run smooth; {j:; vvrfc;r{5
But, either it was different in blood-

HERMIA
My good Lysander!
I swear to thee, by Cupid's strongest bow,
In that same place thou hast appointed me,
Tomorrow truly will I meet with thee.

HERMIA
0 cross! Too high to be enthrall'd to low.

LYSANDER
Keep promise, love. Look, here comes Helena.

I-/ e(~ /'\
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(Enter HELENA.)

HERMIA
God speed fair Helena! Whither away?

H~rW\i'q

3re,e_.~5

a

HERMIA
I frown upon him, yet he loves me still.
HELENA
0 that your frowns would teach my smiles such skill!

Hd(IV\l\ e..V\ v~t"

HELENA
0 that my prayers could such affection move! (..\t\'!v'M

w:t.:,l-ix..,s

HERMIA
The more I hate, the more he follows me.

Vkr""Y\q_

~ )//\.~

LYSANDER
Helen, to you our minds we will unfold: l-y~o.~
Tomorrow night, when Phoebe doth behold vt37LG
Her silver visage in the watery glass,
e..
Decking with liquid pearl the bladed grass,
A time that lovers' flights doth still conceal,
Through Athens' gates have we devised to steal.

HELENA
Call you me fair? That fair again unsay.
Demetrius loves your fair: 0 happy fair!
Your eyes are lode-stars; and your tongue's sweet air
More tuneable than lark to shepherd's ear.
0, teach me how you look, and with what art
You sway the motion of Demetrius' heart.

HERMIA
I give him curses, yet he gives me love.

HERMIA
Take comfort: he no more shall see my face;
Lysander and myself ~ill fly this place. H::r~~

6a~ \)

ec

HERMIA
And in the wood, where often you and I
~ ·rM-<,~
Upon faint primrose-beds were wont to lie,
Emptying our bosoms of their counsel sweet, R~~bc0
There my Lysander and myself shall meet;
And thence from Athens turn away our eyes,
To seek new friends and stranger companies.
Farewell, sweet playfellow: pray thou for us;
And good luck grant thee thy Demetrius!
Keep word, Lysander: we must starve our sight
From lovers' food till morrow deep midnight.
LYSANDER
I will, my Hermia.

Ly J q_/1.Je r,
/J r""c ft]l(e _s

(Exit HERMIA.)

HELENA
The more I love, the more he hateth me.

t\c. L~.r\.q
=-:....... "

HERMIA
His folly, Helena, is no fault of mine.

\', <

~ - ,::NSC.C,Vt(S

t\co,"'-~a def\i'c5

HELENA
None, but your beauty: would that fault were mine!
\.-\ Q),_Q r""\~
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Helena, adieu:
As you on him, Demetrius dote on you!

l p1"1Jcr

£ft ..SfcS;:r:

(Exit.)

HELENA
How happy some o'er other some can be!

aC(.,.V.Sc.S
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Through Athens I am thought as fair as she.
But what of that? Demetrius thinks not so;
He will not know what all but he do know.
And as he errs, doting on Hermia's eyes,
So I, admiring of his qualities.
I will go tell him of fair Hermia's flight:
Then to the wood will he tomorrow night
Pursue her; and for this intelligence
If I have thanks, it is a dear expense:
But herein mean I to enrich my pain,
To have his sight thither and back again.

(Exit.)

R.o [e_s

Act 1, Scene 2
Athens. QUINCE'S hous?.
(Enter QUINCE, SNUG, BOTTOM, FLUTE, SNOUT, and
STARVELING.)
QUINCE
Is all our company here?

QL1; /l:'.:e, V"1 t.S1ir'I'(

.:...;

BOTTOM
You were best to call them generally, man by man,
according to the scrip. {5c_:·ffO .rY1 Ctdvt'_to .5
QUINCE
Here is the scroll of every man's name, which is
thought fit, through all Athens, to play in our
interlude before the duke and the duchess, on his
wedding-day at night. QCAi~C?- Cl r? "10Ct/l. c:.e 5

BOTTOM
First, good Peter Quince, say what the play treats
on, then read the names of the actors, and so grow
to a point.

/l; +fu /l'Y\

(

nsf;,-4~{

QUINCE
Marry, our play is, The most lamentable comedy, and
most cruel death of Pyramus and Thisby.

(4,.,, //)(..e._

9/

c/')

BOTIOM
A very good piece of work, I assure you, and a
merry. Now, good Peter Quince, call forth your
actors by the scroll. Masters, spread yourselves.
'1:1{cVV1.
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QUINCE
r~ce e-.q /
Answer as I call you. Nick Bottom, the weaver.

FLUTE
Nay, faith, let me not play a woman; I have a beard coming.

BOTTOM
Ready. Name what part I am £~~and proceed.
ao<f·{c t,v\ af?/ch,J, 5
QUINCE
You, Nick Bottom, are set down for Pyramus.
Q"" /vy;_-€,.. 11 roc~e&s
BOTTOM
What is Pyramus? A lover, or a tyrant?

QU1L"'JCE F Jv-d L
fdnt.fJ1>
That's all one: you shall play it in a mask, and
you may speak as small as you will.

8

BOTIOM
/ M.q ct }~c:5
0 -f-,fo~
And I may hide my face, let rde play Thisby too, I'll
speak in a monstrous little voice. 'Thisne,
Thisne;' 'Ah, Pyramus, lover dear! thy Thisby dear,
and lady dear!'

f'iC~f{crYl c b Sc d,_S
QUINCE
A lover, that kills himself most gallant for love.

QUINCE
[1.,1/,,1Ce.. (v1~._cJatc.5
No, no; you must play Pyramus: and, Flute, you Thisby.

C:1.-1/rce.... Vt' Svt.~//2-< s·

BOTTOM
That will ask some tears in the true performing of
it: if I do it, let the audience look to their
eyes; I will move storms, I will condole in some
measure. Name the rest of the players. t»·ifo t"Vl

r

QUINCE
I'· 1
Robin Starveling, the tailor. u< LA/ l'lc.e

brtt:j'~

QUINCE
Francis Flute, the bellows-mender.
~l/1

BOTTOM
f] c:fHon/1
Well, proceed.
6lc(.epf~

STARVELING
Here, Peter Quince.

:Ace,.

FLUTE
Here, Peter Quince.
QUINCE
Flute, you must take Thisby on you.

F/cie.. q_we~'f/~

SNOUT
Here, Peter Quince.
11
/

QUINCE
It is the lady that Pyramus must love.

C\,,: "c:?- tl

11
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QUINCE
Robin Starveling, you must play Thisby's mother.
Tom Snout, the tinker.
Q'-t ',M,,, tFi. -~ r
I v ~ v.._S.J {011._5

Q·LA1.t1l;(:'
r

FLUTE
What is Thisby? A wandering knight?

g{q (vQ (\'1..()

s

<-...J

r

.:),f'/c) C/1.

1·

)

QUINCE
You, Pyramus' father: myself, Thisby's father:
Snug, the joiner; you, the lion's part: and, I
hope, here is a play fitted. ; ~1 r
1...1( lA[ 1(

e.- ?l,,Jjt ~5
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SNUG
~~~5 ~
Have you the lion's part written? Pray you, if it uJ>T( '.:be
be, give it me, for I am slow of study.
c )

/o

BOTTOM &£fc~ . tZ"i (/
We will meet; and there we may rehearse most
obscenely and courageously. Take pains; be perfect: adieu.

QUINCE
Qr.,i~U::.-- d /5 Ml556
You may do it extempore, for it is nothing but roaring.

i:

ft

BOTTOM
fs 0 O
f; r
Let me play the lion too: I will roar,
.vi/\ e C-1
that I will make the duke say 'Let him roar again,
let him roar again.'

t<;

QUINCE
(;: t-t/r1c e..... ft1 /fi
And you should do it too terribly, you would £right
the duchess and the ladies, that they would shriek;
and that were enough to hang us all.

request you and desire you, to con them by tomorrow
night; and meet me iri the palace wood, a mile without the
town, by moonlight; there will we rehearse.

c.5

CU((~

QUINCE
c.e,
I~
At the duke's oak we meet.

?b (£-Ve_)

8~tfc;/o//. ~ ·

BOTTOM
evr
Enough; hold or cut bow-strings.

('.'.ls

(Exeunt.)

f" ll

ALL
°f~k;[e._.
That would hang us, every mother's son.

Aui{o

BOTT<?M
M
~u~! S
I will aggravate my v01ce so that I will roar you as
gently as any sucking dove; I will roar you and 'twere
any nightingale.
QUINCE
c_\A~V\ Le.., -f{a.-t+ef~
You can play no part but Pyramus;'tor Pyramus is a
sweet-faced man; a proper man, as one shall see in a
summer's day; a most lovely gentleman-like man:
· therefore you must needs play Pyramus.

BOTTOM
rl ,,fJ.._
Well, I will undertake it. t)oTl.C' v(\..

.11a_

'7
po S<Z -

Tj

QUI:NCE
C;.u/
e ,1fre.ci
Masters, here are your parts: ana I am to entreat you,
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Character Analysis
Theseus takes his role as the first speaker in the play by immediately revealing his
desire to quickly consummate his marriage to Hippolyta, but this seems as close as the
Theseus of A Midsummer Night s Dream gets to the sometimes rapacious Theseus of
Greek mythology. If Athens represents the world of reason, so does Theseus as its Duke.
Theseus' first shows his staunch adherence to reason when approached by Egeus. A
leader ruled by emotion might easily allow pathos to dictate his judgment rather than
sentence a young girl to death or a vow of chastity. Theseus however, rationally
interprets the law and reasons that no one is above it. Theseus again reveals his
dedication to reason in act four after finding the lovers and hearing their unlikely story.
He responds to the story by saying,
I never may believe
These antique fables, nor these fairy toys.
Lovers and madmen have such seething brains,
Such shaping fantasies, that apprehend
More than cool reason ever comprehends.
The lunatic, the lover and the poet
Are of imagination all compact (4.1.7)
Theseus demonstrates complete unwillingness to believe the lover's story because to do
so would be to refute reason. As James Calderwood explains it in his study of
Shakespearean metadrama, "from the standpoint of cool reason Theseus dismisses the
lovers' story an amusing and rather charming instance of strong imagination playing
tricks with reality" (121).
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Even though Theseus acts as the embodiment of rationality within the play, he
does not posses a cold demeanor. He shows an understanding and appreciation for the
mechanicals when Philostrate tries to persuade him not to watch Pyranms and Thisbe and
he says, "I will hear that play,/ For never anything can be amiss / When simpleness and
duty tender it" (5.1.87-89). Although he realizes that the Pyramus and Thisbe
production may be quite bad, he chooses to watch it anyway because he understands the
good intentions behind it. Theseus reveals his philosophical values when he says "Love,
therefore, and tongue-tied simplicity / In least speak most" (5 .1.110-111 ).
Theseus shows some of this understanding in his treatment of Hippolyta. He has just
returned to Athens with his abducted and likely unwilling bride and he says,
Hippolyta, I wooed thee with my sword
And won thy love doing thee injuries.
But I will wed thee in another keyWith pomp, with triumph, and with reveling. (1.1.17-20)
There seems to be a change here from the treatment that Theseus showed towards
previous women in his life. If this is not an apology, it at least seems like an
acknowledgement of wrongdoing and an attempt at compensation. Of interest is the fact
that Theseus chooses a fierce warrior as his mate. This and the fact that he solicits her
opinions implies that, in spite of the abduction, he wants a mate that he can treat as an
equal rather than a possession.
In his study of the play, James Calderwood asked, "What makes Theseus, the
Theseus who in the opening act is absolute for law, blandly dismiss Egeus demands in the
fourth act and send Hermia off to the temple to be married instead of to a nunnery to
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contemplate the cold chaste moon" (Metadrama 126)? Interestingly, as Frye points out,
it is only in the woods that Theseus is able to overcome social conventions and over-rule
the Athenian law. At the beginning of the play Theseus staunchly adheres to the law and
rationale of his society, but by the end of the play Shakespeare represents him as
free to make a personal choice: Theseus chooses not to represent
patriarchal values or the law of Athens, but rather to subvert both in favor
of the lovers[ ... ] the exercise of individual freedom and judgment quite
clearly takes precedence over the power of law, custom, and culture in
Shakespeare's representation in this instance. (Corrigan 16)
It is at this point that Theseus displays "a final union between imagination and reason"
(Calderwood 126-27). Only when this union takes place is Theseus able to form a mature
union with Hippolyta.
Hippolyta is a character fraught with mystery because she is a foreigner, doesn't
say much in the play, and the other characters don't say much about her. From the
mythological descriptions and Titania's jealousy, we know Hippolyta as a beautiful
Queen. The legends and Titania's comments also agree that the Amazons lived in a
society of women warriors. At the beginning of the play, Hippolyta is brought on stage
as a prisoner. She does not directly voice her distaste for the situation, but Theseus
implies her action in the following lines to Hermia:
The law of Athens yields you up
(Which by no means we may extenuate)
To death or a vow of single life.Come, my Hippolyta. What cheer, my love?- (1.1.121-24)
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It seems that Hippolyta has some sort ofreaction to this unfair treatment of Hermia that

manifests itself physically. Her physical reaction seems to interrupt Theseus' speech and
he acknowledges that something is not right with her. Northrop Frye interpreted this
implied action as "a clear indication that Hippolyta, portrayed throughout the play as a
person of great common sense, didn't like the set-up at all" (39). After all, "As a woman,
especially an Amazonian woman, she can hardly regard with indifference this show of
masculine force" (Calderwood Anamorphism 413). Unlike Theseus, Hippolyta displays
a willingness to believe the lovers' stories. This shows that she does not stifle her
imagination as he does.
Prior to the discovery of the sleeping lovers in the woods, Hippolyta speaks once,
and the subject matter of this conversation (Theseus' desire for the wedding night)
suggests a private discussion. Once Egeus makes an entrance and begins his complaint,
Hippolyta becomes silent and resorts to nonverbal signs to convey her disapproval. At
this point, Hippolyta views herself as a captive or unwilling wife. As such she chooses or
feels the need to keep her silence. By the time of the hunting expedition, for which
women were usually left home, Hippolytajovially tells stories of her past expeditions
with Hercules and Cadmus (4.1.116-22). During act five, of the mortal females,
Hippolyta alone speaks, and she displays no fear about verbally expressing her opinions
regarding the truth of the lovers' story or the quality of Pyramus and Thlsbe. By the end
of the play, Hippolyta has gone from viewing herself as Theseus' prisoner to seeing
herself as his equal. This sense of equality allows Theseus and Hippolyta to represent
"royal figures who now firmly love and accept each other's love" (Summers 9).
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Physically, Hermia has a dark complexion that Lysander comments on by calling
her an "Ethiop" (3.2.265). She displays insecurity about her height after Lysander
abandons her in pursuit of Helena. During this confrontation, Hermia verbalizes the
belief that Helena's advantage in height has allowed her to steal Demetrius's heart.
Although physically short, Hermia establishes some degree of mental fortitude
immediately when Egeus challenges her desire to marry Lysander. When Theseus
reveals that he will take Egeus' s side in the complaint, Hermia says,
I know not by what power I am made bold,
Nor how it may concern my modesty,
But I beseech your grace that I may know
The worst that may befall me in this case
Ifl refuse to wed Demetrius. (1.1.61-66)
Along with concern for her modesty, Hermia demonstrates a certain amount of courage
by addressing Theseus with this question so bluntly. After learning the severe penalty
that will come with her refusal to marry Demetrius, Hermia does not back down. Instead,
she replies,
So will I grow, so live, so die, my lord,
Ere I will my virgin patent up
Unto his lordship, whose unwished yoke
My soul consents not to give sovereignty. (1.1.81-4)
Even the stiff penalty that Theseus announces can not make Hermia momentarily
consider marrying anyone but Lysander. Hermia literally shows her willingness to fight
for what she wants when she makes the threat towards Helena that her "nails can reach
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into thine eyes" (3.2.313). Her willingness to assert herself so strongly is probably what
makes Harold Bloom assert that "Hermia has considerably more personality than Helena"
(153).
Unlike her male counterpart, Hermia proves constant in her love throughout the
play. Interestingly, when Lysander does prove inconstant through influence of 'Love in
Idleness,' Hermia turns her anger on Helena, her close childhood friend, rather than the
offender. Her love for him will not allow Hermia to see a flaw in Lysander even after he
abandons and insults her.
Hermia also displays the trait of chastity. She shows this trait when she and
Lysander loose their way in the forest, and Lysander attempts to lie close to her. She
politely but firmly asks him to go away for the sake of "courtesy" and "human modesty"
so that they may act as beseems a "virtuous bachelor" and a "maid" (2.1.64-65). Hermia
will not allow Lysander to lie close to her even though they lose their way in a dark forest
filled with wild animals (such as the snake in her nightmare) and hobgoblins such as
Puck. It seems that Hermia chooses chastity not out of any sort of internal conviction,
but because chastity for unmarried women represents the accepted social code.
In acts one and two Hermia prioritizes modesty highly even in rather extreme
circumstances; first during her confrontation with Egeus and Theseus, and then when
Lysander tries to seduce her in the forest. This Hermia, who values her modesty so
greatly, does not appear in the second scene of act three. She loses her temper at this
point so completely that she physically attacks Helena. Demetrius and Lysander must
hold her back in order to prevent her from harming Helena. At one point, Hermia even
tries to scratch the eyes of her imagined rival (3 .2.13 ). At this point, Hermia vanquishes
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all signs of pretense and modesty; Hermia becomes almost animalistic in her anger and
cares nothing for courtesy, modesty, or action matching that of a virtuous maid.
Helena's physical characteristics are the antithesis of Hermia's, "Helena being
long and drizzly and Hermia short and spitty" (Frye 36). Hermia spitefully identifies
Helena's physical characteristics during their brawl by calling her a "painted Maypole"
(3.2.311). Although her physical appearance presents the antithesis of Hermia's, both
women are comparable in their beauty. Helena realizes this and informs the audience
when she says, "Through Athens I am thought as fair as she" (1.1.233). Although Helena
realizes her physical attributes, she has absolutely no self respect in the beginning of the
play. This lack of esteem shows itself throughout the beginning of the play but especially
when Helena and Demetrius first enter the forest. During her exchange with Demetrius,
Helena equates herself to Demetrius' dog when she says,
I am your spaniel, and Demetrius
The more you beat me I will fawn on you.
Use me but as your spaniel: spurn me strike me,
Neglect me, lose me; only give me leave
(Unworthy as I am) to follow you.
What worser place can I beg in your love
(And yet a place of high respect with me)
Than to be used as you use your dog? (2.1.210-17)
In the beginning of the play, society views Hippolyta and Hermia as possessions and they
both undergo a journey to overcome this stigma. Rather than trying to escape this

ti
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possession status, Helena actually professes a desire to have Demetrius treat her as a
possession.
Unlike Hermia, Helena shows no concern whatsoever for maiden modesty. Even
after he breaks their betrothal, says hurtful things to her, and attempts to abandon her in
the forest, Helena continues to follow Demetrius like a loyal, unwanted dog. After
Demetrius threatens to "do thee mischief in the woods," Helena has no maiden modesty
or pride to stop her from pursuing him.
Lysander voices the suggestion that Demetrius, "Made love to Nedar's daughter,
Helena" (1.1.109). The truth of this statement proves doubtful because Demetrius later
chastises Helena for her decision: "Trust the opportunity of night / And the ill counsel of
a desert place/ With the rich worth of your virginity" (II.i.224-26). In essence, by
threatening her virginity, Demetrius tells us that, as far as he knows, it still remains intact.
However, Lysander's words are not refuted by Demetrius in the presence of Theseus.
Theseus shows his lack of surprise by saying, "I must confess that I have heard so much,

I And with Demetrius thought to have spoke thereof' (1.1.113-14). Even though it seems
that her virginity remains intact, it does not speak well of her reputation that everyone in
Athens believes that she lost it before marriage.
Unlike purely clown-like characters, Helena possesses cognizance regarding the
nature of her deficiencies. Helena's curse is that, "The virtue of constancy is, of course,
entirely consonant with reason, but it would not seem to be a gift which reason can
bestow" (Allen 113). Helena has reason. She knows that, "Things base and vile, holding
no quantity, I Love can transpose to form and dignity" (l.1.238-239). She would not
disagree with Lysander when he says that she "dotes,/ Devoutly dotes, dotes in idolatry,
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Upon this spotted and inconstant man" ( 1.1.108-112). Helena displays stereotypical
behavior by displaying youth's "ordinary inclination to dote and dote utterly upon one
out of a set of apparently interchangeable persons of the opposite sex" (Miller 258).
What is not ordinary about Helena is that she recognizes that love can make people act
foolishly and identifies herself and Demetrius as demonstrative examples when she says,
"as he errs, doting on Hermia's eyes,/ So I, admiring of his qualities" (l.i.236-37).
Unlike other characters, Helena sees the effects of love, understands that love may hurt,
but chooses to follow the path anyway. She makes a conscious decision to endure the
pain of unrequited love, and she expresses this decision when she talks of visiting
Demetrius with news of the flight from Athens. At time she declares, "herein mean I to
enrich my pain,/ To have his sight thither and back again" (l.1.257).
Although Helena proves ever consistent in her pursuit of Demetrius's affections,
she does not show the same steadfastness in her friendship with Hermia. "She in fact
betrays Hermia to the power of state and culture by informing Demetrius of Hermia' s
flight" (Corrigan 19). As much as Helena seems hurt by Hermia's supposed betrayal, she
betrays Hermia very early in the play. This contradiction shows Helena's egocentric
nature as well as the degree to which her infatuation with Demetrius controls her.
Helena's great obsession with Demetrius causes her to willingly betray Hermia's secret
(at great risk to Hermia's future and safety). Helena recognizes the betrayals that hurt
her, but doesn't seem to care when her actions harm others.
In the beginning of the play Helena persists in letting Demetrius treat her badly
without ever changing her behavior towards him. Even though he threatens her, speaks
meanly to her, breaks promises to her, and "spurns" her "with his foot," (3 .2.130) Helena
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stubbornly persists in her doting. Never for a moment does she consider the fact that
Demetrius might just not be worth all of the trouble. Helena finally develops a speck of
pride and decides to leave when she says, "To Athens will I bear my folly back and
bother you no further" (3 .2.331-32). Earlier, Helena considers suicide as an alternative to
the whole mess when she says, "'Tis partly my own fault,/ Which death or absence soon
shall remedy" (3.2.248-49). Helena does make the decision to forego suicide and return
to Athens alone. She runs away from the group and says, "Shine comforts from the east,/
That I may back to Athens by daylight/ From these that my poor company detest"
(3.2.461-63). In short, Helena learns that she can live without Demetrius and decides to
do so. Ironically, she has to make this discovery before Oberon and Puck intervene on
her behalf. She has to learn that she can live without Demetrius before she can have him.
Scholars have voiced the idea that the lovers in A Midsununer Night's Dream are
interchangeable. However, "while audiences are encouraged to distinguish between
Helena and Hermia, since Shakespeare specifies the difference in height of the two
performers, they often find it difficult to separate Lysander from Demetrius" (Holland
63).
We know that both Lysander and Demetrius are "worthy gentlemen" (1.1.53). They are
equally "well derived," "as well possessed," and their "fortunes ever way as fairly
ranked" ( 1.1.101-03). The fact that Demetrius seems so similar to Lysander forces the
audience to question the reason that Helena has for doting on him in the first place. Of
course, no logic for this unrequited love exists. Shakespeare gives the audience no
indication that Demetrius deserves Helena's attention.
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Lysander accuses Demetrius by calling him a "spotted and inconstant man"
(1.1.112). His abandonment of Helena during their betrothal and his behavior in the
woods would seem to substantiate the charge. Even though Theseus describes Demetrius
as a "worthy gentlemen," his behavior towards Helena seems to contradict this title. In
addition to the broken promises of matrimony, Demetrius neglects to defend Helena's
honor when Lysander makes the public claim that Demetrius has made love to her prior
to marriage. The threat that Demetrius voices towards Helena, to "do thee mischief in
the wood," demonstrates a complete lack of chivalry and further demonstrates that
Demetrius is no gentleman (2.1.144).
Study of the dynamics in the Hermia, Helena, and Demetrius love triangle reveals
interesting character traits within Demetrius. In the first scene, Demetrius proves himself
willing to force Hermia to marry him even after she reveals that she will not love him nor
yield her "virgin patent up" (1.1.82). It seems that he does not truly want to marry for
love because ifhe truly loved Hermia he wouldn't force her to make decisions that might
result in her death or lifelong unhappiness. We know that Demetrius "was actually
betrothed to Helena before he saw Hermia," but "he had acquiesced in Egeus wish that he
should marry Hermia" (Holland 68). After hearing Egeus and Demetrius speak of
Hermia in terms of estates, titles, and rights ( 1.1. 96-100), one may suspect that
Demetrius's interest in Hermia may lie more in some sort of financial transfer than love.
In fact, while casting his love spell upon Demetrius, Oberon says,
Flower of this purple dye,
Hit with Cupid's archery,
Sink in the apple of his eye.
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When his love he doth espy,
Let her shine as gloriously
As the Venus of the sky. (3.2.104-09)
The "his love" that Oberon refers to is Helena. Before the charm, Demetrius
demonstrates an ability to mistreat and hurt "his love" and a willingness to marry
someone else. Indeed, before experiencing the effects of 'Love In Idleness' it seems
doubtful that Demetrius is even capable of mature love.
Demetrius displays his polar attitudes the most clearly of all the characters in the
play. At the beginning of the play he discards the affections of a doting Hermia, and by
the end of the play he pursues her affections. Also, Demetrius makes the change from
"inconstant" to married. By the end of the play, Demetrius has found love for Helena and
he promises that he "will forevermore be true to it" (4.1.183). Oberon's spell leaves
Demetrius in "an intensified state of his previous affection[ ... ] more intensely in love
with the person whom he is actually in love" (Holland 68).
The audience identifies Lysander primarily by the fact that Hermia loves him.
Like Demetrius, Theseus describes Lysander as a gentleman. Throughout the beginning
of the play Lysander displays the manners of a gentleman. Lysander begins a rather
lengthy commentary on the course of true love with the following lines: "Aye me! For
aught that I could ever read,/ Could ever hear by tale or history,/ The course of true love
never did run smooth" (1.1.134-36).
From this point Lysander continues to describe a series of situations in which variety of
circumstances thwart true love. In his observations regarding the course of true love,
Demetrius casts himself and Hermia as archetypal heroes in a tragic love story.
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However, we soon see that Lysander's ideals may not be as noble as he portrays them.
We first see this when Hermia must ask him to "lie further of yet. Do not lie so near"
(2.2.50). Within a very short period of time within this scene, Hermia must ask
Demetrius to reduce his proximity three times before he finally acquiesces. Taking these
circumstances into account, it seems difficult not to doubt Lysander's intentions when he
says,
Fair love, you faint with wand'ring in the wood
And, to speak troth, I have forgot our way.
We'll rest us, Hermia, if you think it good,
And tarry for the comfort of the day. (2.2.41-44)
Lysander seemed to know how to find his widow aunt's house when he first shared the
plan with Hermia, and it seems that the "sharp Athenian law" from which he desires
freedom may be the laws that have to do with chastity before marriage. Hermia does not
seem the least bit surprised when she dismisses his lusty, lyrical attempts by saying,
"Lysander riddles very prettily" (2.2.59). Hermia's dream also shows us that on some
level of consciousness, she understands Lysander's sexual desire. After all, "it did not
need Freud to identify the serpent of Hermia's dream as a phallic threat. Lysander has
presented Hermia with the problem of her sexual desire, and her dream enacts her anxiety
about it" (Holland 13). Lysander does not threaten to do mischief in the woods like
Demetrius, but it seems that he does make every attempt at mischief. Interestingly,
Lysander strays from Hermia immediately after she refuses him. Puck seems to see
through Lysander's ruse immediately. Upon seeing the couple sleeping in the woods, he
says, "Pretty soul, she durst not lie/ Near this lack-love, this kill-courtesy" (2.2.82-83).
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It seems that Lysander's intentions and his character are not as pristine as he paints them
in act one.
After Puck places the 'Love In Idleness' upon Lysander's eyes, he treats Hermia
very badly. The audience sees Lysander's foul treatment of Hermia in lines such as
"Hang off, thou cat, thou burr; vile thing, let loose, / Or I will shake the from me like a
serpent" (3.2.260-61). While addressing Hermia Lysander says, "I do hate thee and love
Helena" (3.2.295). Lysander claims hatred for Hermia multiple times after Puck anoints
his eyes. He shows a complete lack of regard for Hermia's feelings and treats her like
Demetrius first treated the doting Helena. We can not attribute this lack of chivalrous
conduct solely to the love charm. The charm causes the sleeper to love the first thing that
they see upon waking, but it does not cause hate. One cannot blame Lysander's hurtful
behavior towards Hermia on the flower. Something internal causes the behavior. Puck's
description of Lysander as a "lack-love" and "kill-courtesy" seems accurate.
Lysander's attitudes in the play are circular. In the beginning of the play he
presents himself as a gentleman, wants to marry Hermia, and professes to love her. In the
middle of the play, Lysander behaves unlike a gentleman. He claims to hate Hermia and
love Helena. By the end of the play, Lysander once again professes love for Hermia and
presents himself in a more gentlemanly manner.
At first glance, Bottom seems synonymous with the beast into which he
transforms. He shows a love for language that lacks an educated understanding of
vocabulary with phrases such as "there we may rehearse most obscenely and
courageously" (1.2.103-04). Bottom demonstrates his arrogance through his desire to
play every role within the play. In fact, Quince must appeal to Bottom's vanity in order to
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convince him to play Pyramus. We see Quince's use of flattery when he says, "You can
play no part but Pyramus, for Pyramus is a sweet-faced man, a proper man as one shall
see in a summer's day, a most lovely gentlemanlike man. Therefore you must needs play
Pyramus" ( 1.2.81-85).
In addition to being an egotist, Bottom is also an over actor, as he demonstrates
with his attempt to "play Eracles rarely" (1.2.27). Bottom's extreme confidence in his
acting abilities causes him to brag about the effects that his performance will have on the
audience, and when he contemplates playing the part of Pyramus he says, "If I do it, let
the audience look to their eyes. I will move storms" (1.2.24-25). Later, when imagining
his performance as the lion, Bottom narrates his own daydream when he says, "I will roar
that I will do any man's heart good to hear me. I will roar that I will make the Duke say,
'Let him roar again. Let him roar again!"' (1.2.69-71).
Though Bottom sometimes acts like an ass, this is not the sum of his character. In
some ways, Bottom seems the noblest character in the play. "Bottom is foolish, vain, and
arrogant; he is also gentle, loveable and admirable" (Holland 81 ). Bottom quickly proves
himself a leader by providing organization to Peter Quince's bumbling attempts to assign
roles to the mechanicals, and he quickly takes control of the entire meeting by giving
firm commands such as "Master's spread yourselves" (1.2.16). Though he takes charge
abruptly, the mechanicals demonstrate a sincere admiration for Bottom and his abilities.
Peter Quince and Snug show their respect for Bottom after his disappearance in the wood
with the following exchange:
Quince. You have not a man in all Athens able to discharge Pyramus but
he.
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Flute. No, he hath simply the best wit of any handicraftsman in Athens.
Quince. Yea, and the best person too, and he is a very paramour for a
sweet voice. (4.2.7-12)
Upon his return, Bottom shows his reciprocation of the mechanical's affection when he
says, "Where are these lads? Where are these hearts?" (4.2.25). Though not romantic, the
love between Bottom and the mechanicals proves the most constant of all the loves in the
play.
Something pure and child-like in Bottom's character sets him apart. Harold
Bloom described Bottom's purity by saying quite simple, "There is no darkness in
Bottom" ( 151 ). Upon discovering himselfliterally in the arms of a goddess, Bottom
expresses no doubts about the reality of the situation. In contrast to Helena, who
questions motives when Demetrius and Lysander profess their love, Bottom simply
accepts the situation and Titania's affection without question. His calm reaction upon
being transformed into an ass, abandoned by his terrified friends, and made prisoner
(even if a quite willing prisoner) by an immortal demonstrates that "every exigency finds
Bottom round and ready: his response is always admirable" (Bloom 151 ). As further
proof of his purity, Bottom only responds to Titania's advances in the most innocent of
ways. "Bottom, as the plays text comically makes clear, has considerably less sexual
interest in Titania than she does in him, or than many recent critics and directors have in
her" (Bloom 148).
Though Bottom's confidence sometimes makes him seem like an ass, it also
ennobles him in some ways. As J.B Priestly explains in his examination of Bottom as a
comic character, "Bottom's confidence may be so gigantic that it becomes ridiculous, but
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he has an artist's vision (vanity and a soaring imagination are generally inseparable):
There was a poet somewhere in this droll weaver, and so he came to a poet's destiny"
(Holland 81). Perhaps the poet's destiny that Priestly speaks of is the glimpse that
Bottom catches of the mystical world of the creative imagination. "For Bottom after his
earthly fashion is a mystic of sorts; in his flatfooted way he has truly entered into a
transcendent existence which has been closed to the rest of the mortals upon whom the
transcendence has also impinged" (264). Like a poet or a mystic, Bottom "is
consistently shown encountering mysteries, the mystery of the mimetic act, the mystery
oflove, and (above all else) the mystery of the fairies" (260).
One of the most fascinating attributes of Bottom is his ability to interact with the
fairies. The other mortals experience the consequences of fairy activity, but only Bottom
sees and converses with the fairies. Bottom's ability to have this supernatural experience
is made possible because
he sees the mysterious and accepts it as perfectly ordinary; he behaves as
though the inexplicable and the explicable were simply no different at all.
The central ambiguities of the play are hidden from him because all
experiences, irrational or rational, magical or mundane, are of the same
order in his sight. (260)
Bottom has no need to suspend his disbelief when accepting the reality of the situation
when he finds himself surrounded by fairies. He sees and he believes without question.
Furthermore, Bottom doesn't understand that others lack the ability to believe so
completely. "That willing suspension of disbelief which constitutes the poetic faith for
Bottom is indistinguishable from mere credulity, so he must assume that a spectator
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seeing a lion in the world of the stage must fear for his safety in his own sphere of
existence" (260).
Bottom's innocent acceptance allows him to see the world of the fairies, and "for him
there is no musical discord or confusion in the overlapping realms of the Dream. He is at
once a sublime clown and a great visionary" (Bloom 151 ).
The internal transformation in Bottom occurs when he wakes up in the forest after
Puck releases him from the spell. Upon waking, Bottom says,
I have had a most rare vision. I have had a dream past the wit of man to
say what dream it was. Man is but an ass if he go about to expound this
dream. Methought I was-there is no man can tell what. Methought I
was and methought I had-but man is but a patched fool if he will offer to
say what methought I had. The eye of man hath not heard, the ear of man
hath not seen, man's hand is not able to taste, his tongue to conceive, nor
his heart to report what my dream was. (4.1.215-24)
Until this moment, Bottom always takes the attitude of extreme confidence and literalism.
Upon waking, we see Bottom experience an instant of self doubt, and "the slightest
uncertainty or hesitation on the part of Bottom is truly noteworthy, for he has previously
shown himself to be overwhelmingly matter-of-fact about everything" (Miller 259).
He tries to interpret what has happened to him, but he just doesn't have adequate words.
Lacking his own words, Bottom turns to and mangles the words of St. Paul. Even though
he jumbles the wording, Bottom stumbles onto the great paradox described by St. Paul;
"That faith is both folly and the highest wisdom" (Miller 267). Bottom personifies this
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paradox, and at the moment of his waking finds himself on the verge of understanding it,
but like the realm of fairy, this mystery remains hidden behind a very thin veil.
Shakespeare borrowed the name for his fairy queen from Ovid's Metamorphoses,
where it operates as a patronymic used to reference the progeny of the Titans (Foaks 7).
Ovid specifically uses the name in reference to Diana, the virgin huntress of the forest
and moon goddess (Frye 45). In Greek mythology, Diana was one aspect of the "white
goddess" or triple will. Phoebe, Luna or Cynthia served as the heavenly form of this
deity; Hecate or Prosperina represented the underworld aspect; and Diana represented the
deity's divine earthly embodiment (45). Puck verifies that the fairies associate
themselves with this triple goddess when he says, "we fairies, that do run / By the triple
Hecate's team" (5 .1.400-01). "Cynthia[... ] is associated with the moon, causing lunacy
and change; as Diana, with hunting and chastity; as Prosperina, with the seasons. A
Midsummer Night's Dream and Titania in particular connect with all of these aspects"
(Holland 33). Since Shakespeare makes so many references to the moon, it seems fitting
that the fairy queen, who's name associates her with the moon, enters the world of
mortals simultaneously with the physical moon presented through Shakespearean
imagery. It seems that "it may have pleased Shakespeare to have the Fairy Queen a
version of the moon goddess" (Asimov 27).
Though associated with Greek mythology, Titania and the fairies also have
roots in Celtic mythology and folklore. Shakespeare was not the only scholar to blend
the Celtic and Greek traditions. In his work, Daemonologie, James IV claimed that "the
fourth kind of spirits [... ] conversing in the earth [... ] by the gentiles was called Diana,
and her wandering court, and amongst us was called the Phairie" (Holland 32). Although
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Shakespeare paints his fairies as basically harmless, the prior literature did not usually
depict them this way. Scholars and folklorists offer three theories pertaining to the nature
and origin of fairies. They are sometimes described as being "of middle nature between
man and angels" (Briggs 393). The second theory "equates fairies with the dead," and a
third holds that they "are dwindled gods or nature spirits" (393-94). Especially in the
countryside, people viewed fairies as "mysterious forces of nature, usually capricious,
often malevolent" (Asimov 26). Whether perceived as ghosts, gods, or powerful spirits,
early Celtic belief in fairies commanded respect and fear.
Like her Greek and Celtic counterparts, the Titania of A Midsummer Night's
Dream displays magical power. In addition to the elemental relationship that connects
her court's dancing to the weather, Titania also professes to possess power to bestow
immortality on Bottom when she says, "I will purge thy mortal grossness so / That thou
shalt like an airy spirit go" (3 .1.162-63 ). She further shows her power by openly defying
Oberon, who can not obtain the changeling through force. Oberon only wins his power
struggle with Titania through trickery, and when they quarrel, "all their elves for fear/
Creep into acorn cups and hide them there" (2.1.31-32).
Although Titania possesses god-like powers, she also has very human attributes.
In the midst of her quarrel with Oberon, Titania reveals that she has "forsworn his bed
and company" (2.1.64). She also reveals her jealousy towards Hippolyta when she refers
to her as "the bouncing Amazon, / Your buskined mistress and your warrior love"
(2.1. 72-73). When Oberon accuses Titania of an adulterous affair with Theseus, she
denies the allegation, but not convincingly. Whatever divine traits Titania may have,
they do not manifest themselves in her all-too-human marriage to Oberon.
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Interestingly, the Love in Idleness proves fully effective on Titania. This shows a
limitation to her powers, and makes her seem just as vulnerable as the mortals. Like
them, Titania has no defense against the wiles of love, and it makes her act just as
irrationally.
If Titania displays human weaknesses, she also possesses the best traits of
humanity. Her refusal to surrender the changeling boy over to Oberon is based on her
friendship with the boy's mother who died giving birth. Titania makes her love for this
woman evident by recalling her time spent with this mortal woman before saying, "But
she, being mortal, of that boy did die,/ And for her sake do I rear up her boy,/ And for
her sake I will not part with him" (II.i.140-42). Concerning the changeling boy, Titania's
actions are motivated by love for the boy and for the memory of her friend.
Titania's character consists of a combination of mythological/archetypal and
human influences. Accordingly, her polar attitudes manifest themselves on human,
mythological, and archetypal levels. When we first see her, Titania refuses to surrender
the changeling boy and she refuses to share Oberon's bed. This occurs on a very human
level. On a mythic/archetypal level, "She has disordered her marriage, the
commonwealth of fairyland, and the behavior of the elements of nature by insisting upon
her responsibility as a goddess of chastity" (Allen 114). At this point Titania acts "in her
capacity as protectress of children (innocence and chastity)" ( 115). The natural elements
remain out of balance because Titania has been "neglecting her equally important duty to
promote the orderly process of regeneration in the vegetable and human worlds" (114).
Titania restores balance to the world by the end of the play when she reconciles with
Oberon. Again, the physical dance that marks this reconciliation happens in a very
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human way. In the mythic/archetypal realm, Titania stops neglecting her responsibilities
to ensure fertility and thus restores balance to the human, natural, and fairy world.
Most scholars trace the origins of Oberon to Alberich, the king of Elves or
dwarves from the romance Huon of Bordeaux (Foaks 7). The Oberon from this romance
was characterized as a "dwarf with a beautiful face and kingly deportment" (Oberon).
The Oberon in this tale also has magical powers such as the ability create the illusion of
storms (Holland 31 ). Other powers credited to Oberon included the power of invisibility,
and it was claimed that "anyone who speaks to Oberon is forever in his power" (Oberon).
Although Shakespeare accomplished a first by naming his fairy queen Titania, it seems
that the fairy king's name had previously become tradition. In addition to Lord Bemer's
translation of The Book of Duke Huon of Bourdeaux, penned between 1533 and 1542,
Oberon also makes an appearance in Spencer's Faerie Queen and Robert Greene's The
Scottish History of James the Fourth (Holland 31 ). Tradition names Morgan La Fey and
Julius Caesar as Oberon's parents. Other possibilities for the origin of the name appear in
traditions of sorcery. "In early Renaissance times, familiar spirits were called Auberon"
(Briggs 314) and "there are magician's recipes for conjuring Oberion or Oberyeon into a
crystal stone" (227). Like his Titania, Shakespeare's Oberon may also owe some of his
attributes to Chaucer and Greek myth. The Oberon and Titania in A Midsummer Night's
Dream show similarities to Chaucer's fairy king and queen identified as Pluto and
Prosperina in The Merchant s Tale.
Like his queen, the Oberon in Shakespeare's text also shows a mixture of divine
and human traits. One flaw that Oberon has is that of jealousy. Both Puck and Titania
call attention to this aspect of his personality when they respectively offer the following
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lines: "Jealous Oberon would have the child" (2.1.24), and "What, Jealous Oberon?
Fairies skip Hence (2.1.63)." When Oberon accuses Titania of adultery with Theseus,
she claims, "These are the forgeries of jealousy" (2.1.84). Puck gives us further insight
into Oberon's disposition during his first scene when he claims that, "Oberon is passing
fell and wrath" (2.1.20).
Other human traits displayed by Oberon include unfaithfulness, pride, and the
desire for revenge. When Titania accuses Oberon of having relations with Phillida and
Hippolyta (2.1. 70-72), Oberon makes no denial; Titania again refuses his request for the
changeling boy and his pride demands revenge. Oberon shows his desire for revenge
when he says, "Thou shalt not from this grove/ Till I torment thee for this injury"
(2.1.151-52). Through character analysis, we see a fairy king that displays human vices
such as pride, jealousy, anger, lust, and a thirst for revenge.
If Oberon has his vices, he also has his virtues. "Oberon, when crossed by his
wife, can be as blustering as any husband or father and capable of plotting a nasty
revenge, but he is a romantic at heart who is sympathetic to the lovelorn Helena"
(Ornstein 81). Upon seeing Helena suffer in her pursuit of Demetrius, Oberon takes pity
on her and decides to help her. After gaining his revenge on Titania, Oberon feels pity
for her. He makes this clear when he says, "Her dotage now I do begin to pity" (4.1.88).
In addition to demonstrating the virtue of pity, we must not forget the virtue that leads
Oberon to travel to Athens in the first place. He makes this journey to bless the marriage
between Theseus and Hippolyta, or as Titania says, "to give their bed joy and prosperity"
(2.1. 75). In his last speech Oberon commands the fairies:
Now until the break of day,
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Through this house each fairy stray.
To the best bride-bed will we,
Which by us shall blessed be,
And the issue there create
Ever shall be fortunate.
So shall all the couples three
Ever true in loving be
And the blots of Nature's hand
Shall not in their issue stand. (5.1.418-27)
Through fairy magic (like other spells in the play Oberon speaks this one in seven
syllable lines) we are to understand that Oberon assures beautiful and healthy children as
well as lasting love between the three couples. Despite his vices, Oberon's concern for
the well-being of mortals proves him a benevolent force.
Though his intentions are benevolent, Oberon and Titania represent dangerous
forces that should be regarded with respect and a touch of fear. "Oberon is not harmless;
he is a prince from the furthest steps of India, shadowy and exotic. Titania is a powerful
force" (Young 29). Oberon reveals that they are not the evil or dark sorts of spirits who
may only manifest themselves at night. When Puck notices the approach of morning, he
says that their work "must be done with haste" noting that damned spirits and ghosts can
not stand the presence of daylight (399-409). But Oberon assures him by saying "we are
spirits of another sort. / I with Morning's love have oft made sport" (3.2.410-11 ). Oberon
must reveal his nature because until this moment the audience questions it. This
revelation would be unnecessary if it were obvious. The audience should regard Oberon
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and the fairies as dangerous because "their benevolent presence in the play serves to
emphasize the comic context only if they are recognized as potentially dangerous"
(Young 29). Shakespeare has embedded the power and danger of Oberon and his fairies
into the structure of A Midsummer Night' s Dream. Portraying these characters as silly
and harmless would take something of importance from the play.
In the beginning of the play, Oberon seems thirsty for revenge with Titania, but
by the end he wants and achieves reconciliation. During his first meeting with Titania,
Oberon's anger and jealousy inspire fear in the fairies and contributes to an imbalance in
the natural world. This meeting is marked by a rather severe argument and Oberon's
desire to "torment" Titania for injuring his pride. In act four, Oberon professes pity for
Titania and uses the nectar of Love In Idleness to win her love. He dances with his queen
and restores balance to the natural world. Through the course of the play, Oberon moves
from a desire to torment Titania to a desire to love her. As the play progresses, his
emotional state moves from anger to love.
Audiences would have gained familiarity with the character known as Puck or
Robin Goodfellow prior to seeing A Midsummer Night' s Dream. Reginald Scott records
a folk belief in this character in his 1584 printing of Discoverie of Witchcraft when he
says "heretofore Robin Goodfellow, and Hobgoblin were as terrible, and also as credible
to the people, as hags and witches be now" (Foaks 7). Some understanding of his
originally sinister character lies in an understanding of the names 'Puck,' and 'Robin
Goodfellow.' If we look to his early Scottish origins, Puck existed as an evil demon who
also served as king of the elves (Asimov 27). "The word puck or pook originally meant a
demon out for mischief or a wicked man, and Robin Goodfellow was once a popular
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name for the Devil" (Bloom 151). Looking towards Germanic origins, we see
mischievous characters "who behaved much like Shakespeare's Puck, and who were
called 'kobolds.' 'Goblin' may be a form of that word so that 'hobgoblin' means 'Robin
the kobald.'" Eventually, Puck's role diminished to that of a trickster or mischief maker
(Asimov 27). The fact that this character originally inspired fear is evident in his name.
The superstitious depended on flattery to avoid Puck's mischief and made use of the title
'Sweet Puck' or "the euphemism 'Goodfellow,' with the friendly given name of 'Robin"'
(27).
In English folklore "Robin was a country spirit, operating indoors and out in rural
communities" (Holland 38). In his indoor capacity, Robin helped "tidy and hardworking
maids with housework" (38). This explains why we find Puck sweeping at the end of the
play. As a reward for his work, Puck received a bowl of milk and bread for his labors
(Holland 38). Although Robin acted as a helper to the maids that he deemed worthy, he
played practical jokes on those he deemed unworthy. The following lines show the type
of mischief attributed to Robin Goodfellow:
Either I mistake your shape and making quite,
Or else you are that shrewd and knavish sprite
Called Robin Goodfellow. Are not you he
That frights the maidens of the villagery,
Skim milk, and sometimes labor in the quern
And bootless Make the breathless huswife chum,
And sometime make the drink to bear no barm,
Mislead night wanderers, laughing at their harm?
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Those that "Hobgoblin" call you, and "sweet Puck,"
You do their work, and they shall have good luck. (2.1.33-42)
Outside the household, the prank most often attributed to Puck is the misleading of
travelers referred to in line forty of the above speech. We see Puck's talent for
misleading travelers in the second scene of act three when Puck leads Lysander and
Demetrius to separate parts of the wood. These pranks that the fairy attributes to
Shakespeare's Puck are completely consistent with the pranks of the folk hero.
Like the Puck of folk tales, Shakespeare's Puck possesses magical powers. He
travels great distances at supernatural speed; for example, he can "put a girdle around the
earth / In forty minutes" (2.1.181-82). Puck's most obvious and important display of
power happens when he transforms Bottom's head into the head of an ass, but Puck also
has the power to change his own shape. After transforming Bottom, Puck reveals his
plan to further frighten the mechanicals when he says,
I'll follow you. I'll lead you about a round.
Through bog, through bush, through brake,
Through brier.
Sometime a horse I'll be, sometime a hound,
A hog, a headless bear, sometime a fire,
And neigh, and bark, and grunt, and roar, and bum,
Like horse, hound, hog, bear, fire, at every tum. (3.1.107-113)
Although he ultimately causes no harm to the mortals in the play, Puck uses his powers at
the expense of others for his own enjoyment. Puck acts as if mortals exist for his
entertainment. He says, "those things do best please me/ that befall prepost'rously"
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(3.2.122-23). Puck might prove more honest ifhe admitted to his enjoyment in causing
preposterous events.
Interestingly, Puck does not seem to know that he belongs to the "spirits of
another sort" category that Oberon describes. Before Oberon makes this revelation, Puck
operates under the assumption that they must complete their activities before daybreak.
In scene two of act three Puck says, "My fairy lord, this must be done with haste, / For
night's swift dragons cut the clouds full fast" (399-400). Even after Oberon tells him that
they need not fear the break of dawn, Puck again shows concern for morning's arrival
when he says, "Fairy king, attend the mark. / I do hear the morning lark" (4.1.97-98). If
Puck is not a damned spirit, he doesn't seem confident in the fact. In spite of his fear of
sunlight, we can not say that Puck represents an evil force because his deeds ultimately
restore harmony. However we also can not say that Puck acts benevolently because he
only acts according to his fairy king' s will or to entertain himself. Without Oberon's
influence Puck would most likely cause complete chaos. Without Oberon's influence
Bottom would probably wear his ass's head for all eternity, the lovers would remain
mismatched, and Puck would happily spend his time playing jokes on village maids and
frightening or misleading night travelers. Oberon acts as the only force able to contain
Puck's antics. Oberon ensures that "Puck's rather primitive sense of humor doesn't get
too far out of line" (Frye 45). As Harold bloom says, "Puck is an ambivalent figure, a
mischief maker at best" and it is only Oberon and the play that "confine him to
harmlessness, and indeed bring benignity out of his antics" ( 151 ).
Unlike the other characters in the play, Puck does not have a change in attitude.
Puck's dramatic purpose changes at the end of the play when he addresses the audience
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and invites them to imagine that the entire play has been a dream, but within the story
Puck's attitude is consistently, "Lord what fools these mortals be" (3 .2.117). From
beginning to end, Puck does what he can to entertain himself while doing Oberon's will.
Ideas of the Play
Major themes in the play include reason's relationship to imagination and their
relative importance and the nature of love. The controversy surrounding the first theme
makes itself evident in the conversation between Theseus and Hippolyta. Theseus,
representing reason, gives his opinion on the lovers' story when he says,
I never may believe
These antique fables, nor these fairy toys.
Lovers and madmen have such seething brains,
Such shaping fantasies, that apprehend
More than cool reason ever comprehends.
The lunatic, the lover, and the poet
Are of imagination all compact. (5.1.2-8)
Although Theseus clearly does not put much value into these products of the imagination,
Hippolyta notes that the story "grows to something of great constancy, / But howsoever,
strange and admirable" (5.1.27-28). "From the standpoint of cool reason Theseus
dismisses the lovers' story an amusing and rather charming instance of strong
imagination playing tricks with reality" (Calderwood Anamorphism121).
Theseus' rationality allows him to dismiss the story, but rationality alone proves
insufficient to explain the constancy of the story. Reason alone can not make "concord of
this discord" ( 5 .1.64). Although Theseus can not explain the forces that operate outside
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the realms of reason, he finds himself affected by them. Something other than reason has
caused Theseus to disobey the law and allow Hermia to marry Lysander rather than
sending her to death or a convent. "We can hardly avoid the feeling not only that
Theseus is overruling Ege us' s will, but that his own will has been overruled too, by
fairies of whom he knows nothing and in whose existence he doesn't believe" (Frye 40).
According to Harold Goddard, "This world of sense in which we live is but the surface of
a vaster unseen world by which the actions of men are affected or overruled"
(Calderwood Anamorphism 124). The world that Goddard speaks of is not that of
reason, but rather, the more mysterious world inhabited by forces of imagination and
creativity. The happy ending of A Midsummer Night' s Dream happens only after the
fairy world of imagination has its affect on Theseus. This shows that happiness and
blessings occur when the worlds of rationality and imagination meet.
This framed structure of the play also helps to deliver this message. Athens, the
symbol for the rational world, appears in the first and final scenes. However, the fairies,
representing the imagination, make an intrusion into the final scene when they appear in
Theseus' palace. "The imaginative transformations that Oberon has wrought in the forest
Theseus confirms in the palace and temple, which would seem to suggest a final union
between imagination and reason" (127). The fairies solidify the idea that a union
between imagination and reason brings blessings and happiness with a physical blessing
of the palace.
A Midsummer Night's Dream also explores the nature of love. After feeling the
affects of his first contact with Love-In-Idleness, Lysander explains his inconstant
affections by saying, "The will of man is by reason swayed, I And reason says you are the
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worthier maid" (2.2.122-23) The audience knows that reason can not explain Lysander's
new love because they have just witnessed the role of fairies in the reversal. The fact that
the lovers seem so similar also discredits the notion that the lovers use reason in their
choices regarding love because reason can not play a part in a preference over two things
that are identical. When Theseus (who represents reason) tries to dictate who Hermia
should marry, he fails. The forces of imagination (Oberon and Puck) however, cause
great turmoil but have success changing whom various characters choose to love. The
message is that, "the quality (imagination) which makes any kind of love possible is
treacherous but indispensable" (Allen 113).
Past Productions
One of the most written about recent productions of A Midsummer Night's
Dream was Michael Hoffman's 1999 production. In this film production, "Hoffman has
transported the play's humans and fairies to Tuscany" (Maslin 2). Reviewer Janet Maslin
criticizes the film saying that "there's no magic potion to banish the film's awkwardness
or make it more than a string of intermittent acting highlights," and she points to the
bicycles which actors must "grapple with" as an example of this awkwardness (2).
Maslin also perceives a lack of unity in the acting noting that Rupert Everett and Kevin
Kline seem "at ease with the material in ways that many other cast members are not" (2).
David Sterritt agrees that "uneven acting is also a problem" in his review of the film (2).
Maslin's highest praises for the film go to Kevin Kline's Bottom and the mechanicals,
and she calls the donkey makeup "ingenious" (2). Sterritt also praises Kline's
performance saying that he "builds Bottom to perfection," but Sterritt believes that Kline
"overplays his transformation scenes" (2). Although Sterritt gives the actresses a general
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compliment, his distaste for the performances of the male cast members other than Kline
is evident. He says that, "David Strathaim is a dull Duke; and Stanley Tucci is an
unspritely Puck teamed with Rupert Everett's uncharismatic Oberon" (2). In contrast,
Maslin seems to have more praise for male actors while attacking "the distraught Helena,
played as a hand-waving, eye-rolling ditz by Calista Flockhart."
In the same year that Hoffman's film made its debut, The Royal Shakespeare
Company performed A Midsummer Night's Dream. Director Michael Boyd set his
production apart by opening the first scene with snow falling on Athens and dressing the
characters in winter apparel. Hoffman based this decision on Titania's monologue
describing imbalance in the natural world due to the rift between the fairy king and
queen. The forest in this production "is no romantic woodland but a real forest with
muddy ground and trees which catch and tear clothes" (RSC 2). Boyd not only doubled
the roles of Theseus, Oberon, Hippolyta, and Titania, but all of the Athenians. Philostrate
became Puck, and the chorus became the fairies. The spectacle in the play consisted of
"subtle lighting, and clever use of flying and trapdoors on an almost totally bare stage"
(5).

Richard Jones chose a "silent movie feel" to set his RSC production apart in 2002
(Fisher 1). To accomplish this, costumes consist of various combinations of black, white,
and grey, and spotlights were often used to highlight a specific actor or actors (1). The
fairies in this production were presented as "Gothic punks," and Fisher described the look
of the play as "spectacular" (1). However the look did not seem motivated by the text
and Fisher notes that "while there are some good ideas, this production of A Midswnmer
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Night' s Dream does not seem to add a great deal to an understanding of a play that has
been produced so much of late" (2).
Shakespeare the playwright (1564-1616)
Several difficulties present themselves in an analysis of Shakespeare's life. The
major hurdle lies in accurately piecing together the facts about a man born 440 years ago
based on scarce public records, written testimony of Shakespeare's contemporaries,
nonliterary documents created by Shakespeare (such as his will), and evidence gleaned
from his poems and plays. Creating Shakespeare's biography from this assortment of
clues requires detective work, but even the soundest theories about the bard's life remain
unverifiable, and scholars remain unable to reach consensus regarding the finer details of
his life.
Like any piece of literature, the works of Shakespeare were influenced by the way
that he related to the world around him. "Part of the richness of Shakespeare's work is
the influence felt there of the various worlds in which he lived" (Mowat xxxiii). This is
no less true for A Midsummer Night's Dream than for the rest of Shakespeare's plays.
One world within the play that Shakespeare would have experienced in his life included
that of the craftsman. The husband of William's sister Joan was a hatter (Honnigmann
80), and in addition to selling wool, Shakespeare's father John worked as a glover and
whitawer (1). According to Nicholas Rowe's 1709 biography, William's father "could
give him no better education than his own employment" (3). John Shakespeare traveled
through a broad socio-financial spectrum during the span of his life. Born a
husbandman's son, John married a gentleman's daughter and then worked as a craftsman
before becoming a chamberlain, councilman, alderman, and high bailiff. Later John was
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stripped of his alderman's gown and had to mortgage a portion of his wife's inheritance
while facing legal action for non-attendance at church (1-2). After all of these troubles,
and probably due to his son's influence, the crown granted John a coat of arms in 1596
(Mowatt xxxii). Throughout all of this, John Shakespeare kept his house on Henley
Street where his son was probably born and out of which he probably ran his gloving
business (Loxton 12). The house which later became a butcher shop (12) was inhabited
by working class craftsmen both during and after the time of William Shakespeare's
youth.
The world of fairy in A Midsummer Night's Dream may also owe some of its
creation to Shakespeare's memories of Stratford upon Avon and the surrounding
countryside. While some claim that Shakespeare's knowledge of geography hints that he
traveled widely, this idea seems "somewhat contradicted by his descriptions of the
French Ardennes and the woods of Theseus's Athens. They have a strong English feel
and manage to retain an uncanny resemblance to the Warwickshire Forest of Arden" (41).
Though the shrunken Forest of Arden now lies approximately eight miles northeast of
Stratford (8), "the forest of Shakespeare's time stretched "in a band some ten miles wide
for about 20 miles" (21). As Theseus's grove lies "in the wood a league without the
town" (1.1.167), the Forest of Arden was similarly close to Stratford-upon-Avon.
Although Reginald Scot, recorded that the belief in such spirits was fading, he
also said that, "In our childhood our mothers' maids have so terrified us with an ugly
devil [... ] and they have so fraied us with bull beggars, spirits, witches, urchins, elves,
hags, fairies, and satyrs [... ] that we are afraid of our own shadows" (Holland 22).
Considering that Scot penned his Discovery of Witchcraft in 1584, and Shakespeare was
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born twenty years earlier in a rather rural environment, it seems probable that he was
exposed to "the vague old beliefs clung to among the country folk and become old wives'
tales" (Asimov 26).
The elements of Greek mythology and thought within the play were probably
influenced by the education that Shakespeare received as a boy. Evidence suggesting that
Shakespeare attended the King's New School in Stratford upon-Avon includes "his
father's position as an alderman and bailiff of Stratford, the playwright's own knowledge
of the Latin classics, scenes in plays that recall grammar school experiences-for example,
The Merry Wives of Windsor" (Mowat xxviii). In this school, Shakespeare would have
"made his first acquaintances with the classics, including the works of Ovid, Virgil,
Horace, Caesar and Plutarch" (Loxton 18). In fact, students would have memorized and
recited many of these Latin texts (Mowatt xxix).
Shakespeare's experience with courtly life also influenced aspects of the play.
The audience can see this influence in both Athens and the world of Fairy. "The court
ladies belong to the Quince players' fairyland; Shakespeare knew far more about court
ladies than they did, but he also realized that court ladies and gentlemen had some
affinity, as an audience, with fairyland" (Frye 38). Perhaps the most obvious example of
the real courtly world of England melding with Oberon's world of fairy occurs when
Oberon recalls Cupids arrow missing its mark and striking a flower. As he recalls the
event, Oberon says,
Thou rememb'rest
Since once I sat upon a promontory
And heard a mermaid on a dolphin's back
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Uttering such dulcet and harmonious breath
That the rude sea grew civil at her song
And certain stars shot madly from their spheres
To hear the sea-maid's music ...
That very time I saw (but thou couldst not),
Flying between the cold moon and the earth,
Cupid all armed. A certain aim he took
At a fair vestal throned by the west,
And loosed his love-shaft smartly from his bow
As it should pierce a hundred thousand hearts.
But I might see young Cupid's fiery shaft
Quenched in the chaste beams of the wat'ry moon,
And the imperial vot'ress passed on
In maiden meditation fancy-free. (II.i.153-70)
This reference suggests the kind of entertainment that spectators may have seen at a water
pageant. Upon visiting Kenilworth in 1575, Queen Elizabeth was entertained by such a
pageant that included eighteen foot long mermaids, twenty four foot long dolphins ridden
by an actor playing Arion, and an elaborate fireworks display (Holland 163). In 1591,
another water pageant was staged for Elizabeth in Elvetham which include a queen of
Fairyland married to fairy king named Auberon (163). The "imperial vot'ress" that
Oberon refers to in this passage is likely Queen Elizabeth (Mowat 44).
Though he may have attended the same entertainments as the royals and their
courts, some theorize that Shakespeare had a far more personal relationship to members
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of the court. Shakespeare dedicated his poems Venus and Adonis and The Rape of
Lucrece to Henry Wriothesley, the Earl of Southampton in 1593 and 1594. The language
in these poems in combination with language aimed towards an unnamed person in his
sonnets has caused many scholars to theorize a "homoerotic attraction" (Loxton 50). If
not homosexual in nature or fictitious, the language in the poems suggests "a deeply felt
attachment" (50). Some theorize that between 1592 and 1594, when plague closed the
theatre, Shakespeare "actually became part of Southampton's household" (51). Whatever
the nature of the relationship between Shakespeare and Henry Wriothesley or the other
nobles theorized to be the subject of the mysterious figures in his poems, "Shakespeare
seems to have found favour and patronage in fashionable circles" (51). Eventually, this
favor, and the wealth garnished from it allowed Shakespeare become a gentleman
himself. "It is assumed that William Shakespeare's growing wealth and reputation
played some part in inclining the crown in 1596, to grant John Shakespeare, William's
father the coat of arms that he had so long sought" (Mowat xxxii). However he attained
it, Shakespeare had an educated understanding of court life, and he capitalized on this
understanding to reach success with his plays and in his personal life.
From the information that we have, it seems quite likely that the tribulations faced
by his lovers in A Midsummer Night's Dream may have been at least partially inspired
by events in Shakespeare's own life. Much speculation presents itself with an
examination of the facts concerning Shakespeare's marriage to Anne Hathaway. On
November 27, 1582
the Bishop of Worcester issued a license for the marriage of' Willelmum
Shaxpere et Annam Whateley de Temple Grafton'. The next day a bond
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was signed to protect the bishop, in case the marriage of William
'Shagspere' and Anne 'Hathwey' led to legal proceedings, since William
was a minor and Anne was pregnant. Some think that 'Whatley' was a
misreading of Hathaway, others that Shakespeare, aged 18, would have
preferred not to marry Anne Hathaway, aged 26. (Honigmann 3)
While spelling seemed to change with the whim of the writer in Shakespeare's day, the
difference between 'Hathaway' and 'Whateley' seems too great to be explained by
spelling variance. The unhappy marriage that Hermia faces in the first scene of A
Midsummer Night' s Dream may have been partially inspired by a marriage that
Shakespeare was forced to participate in when he would rather have married another.
Shakespeare may also have experienced the inconstant nature of love in a very
personal way.
There are various signs that he was not a happy husband:
the possibility of a shot-gun wedding in 1582; the fact that Anne had no
more children after 1585; Aubrey's report that 'he was wont to go into
Warwickshire once a year'; stories that link Shakespeare with other
women, including the dark lady of the sonnets; the fact that in purchasing
the Gatehouse he brought in three trustees, which had the effect of barring
his widow from any right to the property; the curt reference to 'my wife'
in the will (testators generally said 'my loving wife'), and the fact that she
was not asked to be an executor. (8)
Further evidence that Shakespeare did not have tender affections towards Anne can be
found in his only reference to her in the will. In this reference he writes, "I give unto my
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wife my second-best bed with the furniture (hangings coverlets, bed-linen)" (8). It seems
that Shakespeare, like the inconstant lovers in A Midsummer Nights Dream, became
disenchanted with the object of his affection, and like them, he may have turned his
affections elsewhere.
According to some, one person that Shakespeare turned his affections to was a
Mistress Davenant. According to John Aubrey, Shakespeare visited Davenant on his
yearly trip to Warwickshire when he stayed at the Crown Inn where she was the hostess
(Loxton 39). "Her son, William Davenant (knighted in 1643 for his service to the
Royalist cause) who did much to bring theatre back to London after it had been banned
by the Puritans, claimed that Shakespeare was his natural father" (39). In addition to
Davenant, critics theorize that Shakespeare also turned his affections towards a 'lovely
boy' and a 'dark lady' that he makes references to in his sonnets. Although no consensus
has been reached regarding the identity of these two figures, the writing suggests that
Shakespeare experiences relationships with them similar to Helena's relationship to
Lysander. "He adores a 'lovely boy' or young man, probably a nobleman's son, he dotes
on a dark lady, and both betray him" (Honnigmann 8). If the figures in his poems are not
fictitious, Shakespeare understood firsthand what Helena must have felt after "doting on
idolatry" and being abandoned by her love.
Of all the worlds within A Midsummer Night's Dream, we associate William
Shakespeare the most closely with the world theatre. Although we cannot be sure exactly
when Shakespeare began working in the theatre, we do know that he reached some
notoriety for his achievements by 1592. "In that year was published a book by the
playwright Robert Greene attacking an actor who had the audacity to write blank-verse
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drama and who was 'in his own conceit the only Shake-scene in a country"' (Mowat
xxix). However, Shakespeare's involvement in theatre may have started long before
Greene's attack. According to John Aubery, the son of one of Shakespeare's colleagues
claimed that "he understood Latin pretty well, for he had been in his younger years a
schoolmaster in the country" (Honnigmann 3). During this time, "The performance of
plays by boys was recommended by forward-looking school masters" (3). Shakespeare
may also have witnessed miracle and mystery plays early in his life.
The performance of the religious miracle and mystery plays by members
of craft guilds had been forbidden when Elizabeth I came to the throne,
but references in his plays to ways of playing Herod, and to the character
personifying vice in the morality plays, suggest Shakespeare was familiar
with them and may have seen some of them before they disappeared
completely. (Loxton 19)
Whether or not early religious plays or plays performed by boys affected his development
in theatre, by December of 1594, records show Shakespeare "to be a leading member of
the Lord Chamberlain's Men" (Mowat xxx). As part of this company Shakespeare was a
shareholder in the Globe Theatre which was built across the Thames from London inl 599
(xxxi). Although they changed their name to the King's Men, Shakespeare worked as "a
principle actor, dramatist, and shareholder for the rest of his career" (xxx).
Student Learning Goals
1. Students will use exercises from Clues to Acting Shakespeare to practice
techniques for developing heightened language skills such as scansion, phrasing,
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supporting the line and thought, breath control, working with structure and
rhythm, and identifying antithesis.
2. Form production crews and practice professionalism and communication skills
within these crews.
3. Develop a greater appreciation and understanding of Shakespearean drama
through performance.
4. Refine basic acting skills learned in Introduction to Theatre.
5. Effectively use the rehearsal process to progress towards a high quality
production.
6. Analyze character goals, obstacles, tactics, dispositions, and polar attitudes.
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August 30, 2004
Today marked the first day of school. I had planned on using two courses, Drama
2 and Drama 3 to act and do technical work in A Midsummer Night's Dream. These two
classes take place during periods eight and nine, the last two periods of the school day.
The plan was to rehearse and do table work in class and run rehearsals into after school
hours as needed. Preliminary student enrollment lists showed twelve students enrolled in
both classes with additional students signed up for one of the classes. However, the
preliminary roster proved inaccurate. Only seven students are actually enrolled in both
classes and some of these shouldn't even be in the class based on their performance in the
prerequisite course. This is made all the more frustrating by the fact that a few of the
sincerely dedicated students are only in one of the classes even though they signed up for
both.
Activities for the day included handing out course syllabi and a general
discussion of class expectations. After seeing my classes, I am very concerned about the
male actors in the play. Several of them are inelligible due to failing grades from last
year, and some of them had a very difficult time meeting memorization deadlines last
year. The problem of having a shortage of males has been a plague since I started at
NCHS and probably before. I believe they realize that male students are not available to
replace them, and they take advantage of the situation. Part of this attitude may relate to
the culture of this department. My technical director, who has been at NCHS much
longer than I have, tells me that students brag about their ability to screw around until the
very last minute and then "pull it out" before the show. In general, the situation with the
girls is much more favorable; many of them are very dedicated to theatre and strive for
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excellence. It looks as if many traditionally male roles will go to females in this
production.
August 31, 2004
Activities today consisted of students finding Shakespearian monologues so that
they can work on language skills from Clues to Acting Shakespeare. As the day
progressed, many students initially enrolled in my classes stopped to speak with me. It
seems that I lost many of them to the IB program. Scheduling requirements make it very
difficult for these students to sign up for non IB courses. Another student enrolled in
Drama 2 told me that she had signed up for both classes and found herself in an art class
instead. This student, who designed all of the fairy costumes, was upset about this
because she had taken her physical education class during the summer specifically so that
she could take both drama courses. I sent her to the counseling office after sending an email, and the situation was remedied. This will be a great help to the production.
I am still worried about the lack of males, but students have been showing
excitement about the production in all of my classes, and this encourages me.
September 1, 2004
Students brought their monologues and we began working on scansion. I used
examples in Clues to Acting Shakespeare to show feminine endings, ellipses, and
irregular lines. Students began working on their lines and we wrote examples of difficult
lines on the board and discussed them as a class.
Students were more open to the scansion than I thought they would be. Some
students seemed hesitant, but as a whole, they displayed a positive attitude about the
process. I suspect that the positive attitude may come from the results that they saw from
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last year. Last year, they went through the entire process from Clues to Acting
Shakespeare with the exception of the marking of stressed and unstressed syllables. They
know that the rest of the process works, so they have confidence that the work will yield
positive results.
September 2, 2004
Before continuing work with scansion, students signed up for technical crews.
Students enrolled in two classes are responsible for two crews, while other students sign
up for one. The crews that students signed up for were set, makeup, costumes, props,
sound, publicity, and lighting. Crew heads had been decided upon last year, and the crews
look like they will work very well. On the technical side of the production I feel that we
will have the enthusiasm and manpower that we need for a quality production.
September 3, 2004
Today students reviewed the kicking the box exercise along with phrasing and
breathing at punctuation marks. Students remembered these concepts quite well, and
they made the appropriate marks in their scripts and began practicing the concepts with
their monologues. In general, the language work seems to be going quite well. Students
spent the day incorporating the skills from Clues to Acting Shakespeare into their
monologues while I listened and fielded questions.
The pool of talent from my Drama 1 class is larger than I expected. About twenty
girls and five guys seem very excited about auditions.
September 7, 2004
Students reviewed showing antithesis and practiced this skill in their monologues.
I showed students renderings of set and costumes and they met in their crews to
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brainstorm design ideas and troubleshoot possible problems and remedies. We then
brought everyone together for a larger group discussion and organizational meeting
regarding the technical crews.
The initial positive attitude displayed towards the language work by most students
seems to be wearing off. A few students have stopped going through the drills (most of
these are the ones who shouldn't be in the class based on prerequisites). It is probably a
good thing that auditions start tomorrow.
September 8, 2004
Today we held open auditions after school. To my surprise, several students from
outside my department attended, and many students from my Drama I classes attended as
well. During my first two years, about twenty students from my classes would audition
for non-musical shows. Fifty-five students attended the auditions tonight. Of these, ten
were male.
In class students delivered their monologues as a part of the audition. Only two
students did not have their monologues prepared. The performance of the monologues
was encouraging. Two males joined my classes today. One is an exchange student from
Germany, and the other spent the first week of school vacationing in Florida. Though I
am glad to have more males, I am angry that they have missed the language work.
September 9, 2004
Only six more girls showed up for auditions tonight and yesterday's auditions
were definitely stronger. Even though the numbers and enthusiasm were initially
encouraging, the auditions showed that my pool of actors is very inexperienced. Most of
them have never been in a play. I have been thinking about it for the past week, and I
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have decided to double cast the lovers and a few of the mechanicals. The situation with
male ineligibility and past refusal to memorize lines calls for understudies (it might be
different if the ineligible actors were the ones neglecting to memorize lines, but this is not
the case), but I don't believe in understudies at the high school level. I think that at this
level, a student ought to have the opportunity to perform if they go through the rehearsal
process and learn the lines. Double casting will also allow a greater number of talented
females to experience performance.
September 10, 2004
Today I scheduled callbacks and posted the cast list. I tried to cast students from
inside and outside of class in the double roles while ensuring that two students with grade
problems were not cast in the same role. Students with grade troubles have until progress
reports to improve their grades, or they will not be in the show. It feels good to get the
cast list up. I see that I am going to have to do more work with a double cast, but I feel
that for the sake of changing the attitude in my department and relieving overall stress, it
was the right decision. Some of the actors that have never had a class are going to need a
lot of voice work.
Monday 13, 2004
There was some confusion about the double casting, but I think that I made the
right decision. The girls approved of the double casting, but a couple of the guys did not.
A couple of students informed me that they were nervous during last year's shows
because they never knew if the lines would be delivered as rehearsed or not. I wonder
weather or not I will truly have a double cast by the time of the show dates. Between
grades and memorization deadlines, I will probably be lucky to have one complete cast.
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I see that I will have to make an effort to discourage rivalry between actors.
Before reading through the script, I spent some time discussing teamwork, and by the end
of the reading everyone seemed to have a positive attitude.
September 14, 2004
Today we blocked the first scene of the play. The actor playing Theseus has
never been in a play before and this role will prove challenging for him. However he
seems dedicated and up to the challenge.
Today I also had the pleasure of meeting Mr. Quinn. Mr. Quinn is observing my
classes as a part of his practicum course at the college, and I think that he will be a great
help with the production. He has a desire to be active in the classes, seems professional,
reacts to students well, and has experience in theatre. Mr. Quinn has expressed interest in
helping out after school, and I think that we may make very productive use of rehearsal
time after the blocking is completed by rehearsing in two places simultaneously. This
has not been possible in the past because I am not allowed to have students rehearse in
the foyer or my class room unsupervised.
September 15, 2004
We blocked the second scene today while Mr. Quinn supervised the actors in the
first. I feel like Peter Quince attempting to direct Bottom. One lead actor believes
himself to be very experienced even though he is a freshman coming to me from a junior
high that doesn't have a theatre program.
September 16, 2004
We blocked the third scene today while the mechanicals worked with Mr. Quinn
to rehearse their blocking. One of the lovers sounds completely insincere when he reads
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the lines, and at times it seems as if he doesn't want the role. During a private
conversation, he said that he wanted the role, but it became clear that he didn't
understand what is happening in the scene. He also revealed that he is never sincere
when talking to females his age; he claimed that he always acts like a "smart ass" in his
conversations with females. Speaking without subtext may prove very difficult for this
actor. He improved after gaining an understanding of the scene, but then he developed a
tendency to speak like John Wayne. I reviewed the voice drills with him, and I hope he
develops the discipline to do the necessary work.
September 17, 2004
A short rehearsal was held outside today as "Paul Revere and the Raiders" are
setting up for a concert in our auditorium. We reviewed the blocking of everything and I
took students who had not been trained with material from Clues to Acting Shakespeare
into the classroom to discuss scansion. I had them choose a monologue from the play
and we discussed iambic pentameter and how to mark the stressed and unstressed
syllables. I assigned coaches from class to help them with kicking the box, marking the
breathing points, showing antithesis, phrasing, etc. I tried to pair friends, but I did not
pair students who shared a role.
Peer coaching seemed to work well, but I will not trust students to teach these
skills by themselves. I am going to have to find a time to work with everyone in pairs or
small groups. Tonight I worked more with actors playing the lovers after all the other
students had gone home.
September 20, 2004
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Rehearsal today included blocking the second scene of act two and a review of
some blocking that we have done thus far. I am beginning to get spectators after school
and many actors are beginning to focus more on conversation with friends than rehearsal.
As I am rebuilding a program, I was hesitant to send interested students home, but the
behavior of students not on stage was distracting and disrespectful, so I asked them to
leave.
Mr. Miller and I spent much time looking at scenic arches from scenery rental
companies. We need to decrease the width of our proscenium and connect the thrust that
we will construct with the forest scenery. Considering time restraints and storage
problems, renting seems like a better idea than buying. I found a couple of draperies that
would work with our design and e-mailed the companies asking for information and price
quotations.
September 21, 2004
Rehearsal today included blocking the first scene of act three. This scene was the
easiest to block, but after listening to the actors speak I suspect that some of them are not
working on their scansion. I pointed out some awkward line deliveries and asked
offending students if they had completed their homework. They seemed surprised that I
could tell which sections they had not scanned. I think that these students will do the
scansion now that they know that I can tell the difference.
September 22, 2004
In today's rehearsal the actor's reviewed the blocking that we have done thus far.
The makeup crew experimented with black light products for use with the fairies. The
black light makeup looked blotchy, and attempts to blend the makeup were unsuccessful.
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Tomorrow the crew will try mixing the product with a powder. If this is not successful,
we will likely abandon the concept of using black light makeup with the fairies.
September 23, 2004
The actor that spoke like John Wayne seems to like his character more than he has
in the prior rehearsals. All of the actors seemed very eager and energetic today. The
acting has improved by bounds, and it all seems to be a matter of energy.
September 24, 2004
I lost two of my actors. One girl has a parole officer who has told her that she
must get a job, and this prohibits her from attending after school rehearsals. The other
student has dropped out of school, and I haven't seen her for several days. Luckily, both
of these roles were minor, and I was able to replace the actors quickly. Now I will have
to review the table work with new actors. I hope that this doesn't happen often because I
am struggling to do individual voice work with the actors as it is.
September 27, 2004
We blocked act three today. My John Wayne actor has a lot of energy and his
language shows improvement daily. I believe that he has finally decided that he wants
the role of Lysander. However, keeping his energy focused on stage sometimes proves
difficult. He has many ideas about character and acting, but he frequently chooses to talk
about choices rather than try them. This sometimes proves counterproductive, because he
tends to interrupt rehearsal with a desire to discuss every idea that comes into his mind.
The situation improved quite a bit after I instructed him to show rather than tell. Many of
the actors seem reluctant to try new ideas without asking permission. Today, I reacted by
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telling everyone to experiment with their ideas within the confines of the blocking. This
seemed to yield better results and make rehearsal more productive.
Another major actor missed much of rehearsal today for the sake of a new job.
Two of my male actors show a lack of dedication by attending rehearsal without scripts
or blocking and missing entrance cues. Today's warning about this behavior to the entire
cast seems to have little or no effect on these two actors. It is starting to seem as though I
will have to eliminate actors lacking dedication.
Mr. Miller and I worked on the construction of a tree using a diagram from one of
his stagecraft textbooks. The results of this effort were poor, so we decided to scrap the
tree and start over. It is important that we figure the tree out soon so that students can see
the construction process and start building more trees. A small group of students
demonstrated interest in set construction and have been coming after school for the past
two days volunteering their time. I have had them watch power tool and shop safety
videos and take the tests. I believe that if we don't give these students actual set
construction work soon, their interest will wane. We need these students because we lost
all of our experienced set construction students two years ago, and Mr. Miller and I had
to construct last year's sets by ourselves. Mr. Miller is not always excited about starting
the set construction process early because this forces us to dismantle and store the set
during Artcore and Wyoming Symphony Orchestra performances. I plan to start the
process earlier this year in spite of these inconveniences so that actors will have more
time to rehearse with the set. I believe that an earlier start on construction will also yield
better quality with less of a rush, while involving more students.
September 28, 2004
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We blocked the first scene of act four. This seemed to run smoothly. Students
continue to improve their language delivery, but they still have a long way to go. Actors
seem very tired today, and the overall energy level within my classes and after school
seems very low. I don't want to lose rehearsal time, but I think that I will try guided
physical and vocal warm ups prior to rehearsal. Students seem to walk through the
blocking half-heartedly. They move and act as if they are tired. I need to find some way
of bringing the fun back into the process.
Mr. Miller and I completed the skeleton of our first tree, and this one looked more
satisfactory. Students constructed two more tree skeletons using the first as a model. Mr.
Miller has expressed concern about storage during Artcore performances, but I believe
that the trees can be stored on stage, and I feel that the high school play should take a
higher precedence in the high school auditorium than outside groups who pay no rent
whatsoever.
October 29, 2004
Rehearsal went much better after warm-ups. The energy level seemed much
higher. We were able to block the second scene of act four. Theseus did not show up for
rehearsal and this concerned me because I had planned to work on language skills with
him. After further investigation I discovered that he was home ill.
I called the college today and they have agreed to let us borrow costumes for our
Athenian characters. I have been working diligently to develop a good relationship with
the college theatre department and now I have no greater resource.
November 30, 2004
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Today the theatre students took a trip to Chadron NE for the university's Theatre
Day program. We did not have rehearsal.
October 4, 2004
The fairies rehearsed after school today. The actors were all off book as required
today, and the rehearsal went very well. Oberon and Titania are beginning to develop a
great dynamic. Titania sometimes has difficulty not stressing pronouns. We worked on
this problem, and I believe that we have eliminated it.
One of the students has a sister who is a professional makeup artist. Mrs. Lewan
has volunteered her time, expertise, and business connections to help us with our show.
Mrs. Lewan met with our makeup design team today and discussed their design ideas for
the fairies. She suggested a few different kinds of makeup and body paint (which she can
order at a reduced price) and some very practical changes and alterations to some of the
student drawings. Mrs. Lewan worked very well with the students so that they were
encouraged even when they found that some of their drawn designs would not transfer
well to the stage. Based on this first meeting, I believe that Mrs. Lewan's expertise will
prove invaluable.
I discovered today that Mr. Quinn has experience in dance and ballet. I have
asked him to work on graceful and stylized movement with the fairies. This will prove
very valuable aesthetically and it will renew the fairies' interest in rehearsal. Overall, I
must say that this week has started off very well.
October 7, 2004
The mechanicals and Athenians rehearsed their scenes in acts four and five today.
Line memorization seemed good with this group with the exception of one of the actors
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playing Bottom. The other actor playing Bottom sounds fantastic vocally, he has great
comic timing, and plays the part well, but he constantly looks at the audience during his
performance. This student takes direction well, and I believe that I can help him break
this habit which he probably developed competing in forensics competitions. Placing
him farther upstage may also help him with this problem, and this would probably create
better stage pictures.
The actresses playing the lovers have impressed me with their use of
Shakespeare's language. The language itself sounds great. I know that these girls have
been doing the drills from Clues to Acting Shakespeare, and it is starting to show.
Unfortunately, this success also highlights the failure of their male counterparts. One
lover lacks emotion in his speeches. I tried doing the exercise from Clues to Acting
Shakespeare in which the other actor pretends like he can't hear the words of the emotion
lacking actor, but this only led to frustration. Upon working more with him, I discovered
that he had not been drilling the scansion, or completing the other exercises. When I told
him to really stress the syllables in his script, the emotion was there. I hope that this
encourages him to do the work rather than just going through the motions.
Our publicity head showed me a prototype of the poster today. He morphed one
of our actresses faces into a classic art print. It looked great.
October 8, 2004
Today we had to rehearse outside because the Wyoming Symphony Orchestra has
a performance and scheduled the stage. We lost some rehearsal time attempting to store
trees so that they would not be damaged, and we lost a day of set construction. After
striking the set, we rehearsed acts two and three outside.
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I wanted to let actors run the scenes without so much interruption so that they
could start to develop better timing. Most of the stalls in rehearsal come from actors.
They have improved, but some students still try to stop the rehearsal to share ideas. I
don't want to discourage the sharing of ideas, but constantly stopping in the middle of
beats completely wrecks all sense of continuity or timing. I started rehearsal by sharing
the desire to avoid interruptions during rehearsal, and I explained the purpose of
eliminating the interruptions.
The students seemed eager to eliminate interruptions as well, but unfortunately
one actor playing Lysander was not completely off book. All of the scenes with this
actor were disrupted by his calling for lines. In private I told this actor that he should not
return next Monday without being completely off book. At this point, the production
would not suffer with this actor's absence because he has not done his homework with
the language. I know that he has written the scansion in his script because I have seen it,
but he has admitted to not drilling with the scansion. This probably also explains why he
is not yet memorized. This is the same student who returned to school a week late after
vacationing in Florida.
Many of my students are also in band. As the football season draws to an end,
these students are expected to play at more and more home games. Of late, they have
been called to band practice at 4:30 during every game and I am only able to rehearse on
these nights because I have double cast the show.
At this point, I feel that I will probably be forced to start cutting actors who do not
memorize so that the memorized actors can find the rhythm and timing of the show.
October 11, 2004
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I am very frustrated with the events of the day. I had to miss school in order to
attend an inservice about grading body of evidence activities for state assessments. The
meeting ran late, and when I was unable to return to school on time, students assumed
that I had cancelled rehearsal. The district requirements on my time have rendered the
day useless. I was also unable to work on the set because a dance company brought into
the community by Artcore has the stage for the next two days.
I was able to get a hold of Grosh Scenic rentals (I first contacted them three weeks
ago) only to discover that the portals and backdrops that I wanted to use for the show are
not available. I now have to create a backdrop or improvise some kind of cyclorama. I
have been able to light white scrim for this purpose in other venues, but Mr. Miller has
been unsuccessful trying to make the scrim opaque in this venue. The only solution that I
can fathom at this point is to light the scrim with blacklight for the night scene. I hope
that this will give a dark violet look. We will still have to find enough light to tum the
scrim blue during the day scenes.
October 12, 2004
I had an English department meeting after school today, and the administration
has informed me that I must attend these even though I only teach one English class. It
would have been nice to schedule a late practice, but the dance company performs in the
auditorium tonight. With tomorrow set aside for PSAT and ASVSAB testing and the
following day set aside for college planning days, I hope that students are able to stay
focused for at least a couple of productive rehearsals this week
October 13, 2004
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Today's rehearsal was painful, but after the day of testing I expected no less. For
some reason, one actor is purposefully trying to irritate the cast by acting arrogant and
belittling the rest of the cast when he thinks that I am not watching. The relationship
between him and many other cast members has been tense from the beginning, but he
now seems to be trying to start a fight. His comments and actions are really hurting
everyone's moral. It also seems as if he is not putting forth much effort while he is on
stage; and his performance is slipping.
After a discussion with one of the lovers, I removed him from the cast. This actor
revealed that he might not be eligible for the performance due to poor grades. Upon
checking his grades myself, I discovered that there was absolutely no chance that he
would meet eligibility requirements.
On a positive note, everyone is now completely off book.
October 14
I talked with the troublesome actor privately about his attitude, and I hope that the
conversation will yield positive results. He has discovered that the entire cast is angry
with him (they did not try to hide the fact today). He seems absolutely baffled by this,
and he claims that he is only joking and trying to lighten the mood. I communicated my
frustration with his actions and recounted some of the comments that I had heard him
give to other actors. He reacted by recalling former years, when this type of behavior
was seen as a joke. This frustrated me to no end because I have spent the past two years
(my entire career at NCHS) trying to rid the theatre department of exactly this kind of
behavior; prior to today I thought that I had finally succeeded.
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I told this actor that his actions were hurting moral, and when I recounted the
statements I had heard with the actions that I had seen, he agreed that he was at fault for
making everyone angry. He even admitted that he sometimes purposefully tried to annoy
people for his own amusement. I told the actor that he would not have a role in the play
the next time that I saw this behavior.
The sad thing is that this role was doubled, and I am still giving the actor more
chances than he deserves. If not for the double's poor grades and questionable eligibility,
tonight would have marked Jacob's last rehearsal.
October 15, 2004
I had fun working with students today, and the rehearsal was very productive.
The fairies and Bottom rehearsed today, and the scenes are coming along nicely. The
actors made a lot of discoveries. They are starting to get a sense of the timing and
rhythm of their scenes.
After everyone else went home, I had a chance to work with the actresses playing
Puck. Both of them were having trouble with projection and none of the drills that I had
tried seemed to solve the problem. Both actresses seemed to try to project with their
throats rather than their diaphragms.
Out of desperation, I drew on my martial arts experience to teach both girls how
to use their diaphragms for projection. I demonstrated the battle cry known as the kia,
which can not be done properly without pushing from the diaphragm. I then had the girls
face each other and take turns attempting a kia. After the giggling finally stopped, both
girls managed a proper kia. I instructed the girls to take turns saying one of their lines
pushing from the stomach as they had with the kia. I then had the girls move further
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apart from each other until they were at opposite ends of the auditorium while they
projected their lines. Then I had both girls say their lines and on stage, and I reminded
them of the distance they should project to, they were both successful.
One actress is frustrated with the scansion because she has an auditory processing
disorder. When she does the exercises from Clues to Acting Shakespeare, she can not
hear the difference. She also has a difficult time beating out the scansion and speaking
simultaneously. Fortunately, Emily and Brittany (the actresses playing Puck) are good
friends. When Emily did the exercises with Brittany, Brittany was successful. She still
could not hear the difference in her line delivery after completing the exercises, but she
seemed comforted when Emily told her that she could hear a definite difference.
October 16, 2004
I spent about four hours of this Saturday afternoon painting one of the trees. If I

can get one tree done, students will be able to use it as an example for the other four. I
found my work today very relaxing, and seeing that the nearly completed tree was going
to look good gratified me.
October 18, 2004
Rescheduling rehearsal time to 7:00 seemed to pay off. Students showed much
more energy and focus. The rehearsal was much more productive than the 3:00
rehearsals, and students just seemed happier to rehearse.
The actor that had disgruntled the cast made a conscious effort to establish better
relationships with other cast members, and they have responded positively. The overall
goodwill and moral of the cast has increased since last week.
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I am still having trouble getting actors to stay in the scene while they are not
speaking. They seem to have difficulty distinguishing the difference between staying in
the scene and stealing the scene.
October 19, 2004
We have made quite a bit of progress on the set. Today we finished covering all
of the trees with muslin, and we have begun texturing one of them. I still have not solved
the problem of narrowing my proscenium opening, and I fear that time is running out too
quickly with the busy auditorium schedule. A set of flats on stage right and left may have
to suffice.
We ran the 7:00 rehearsal again, and the energy continues to be much higher. The
plan for the rehearsal was to run through acts three and four, but we could not meet this
goal. The blocking at the end of act three does not look good with all of the set pieces on
stage, so we will have to make some blocking changes tomorrow.
October 20, 2004
We had to rehearse at 3:20 today because district policy prohibits students in the
building after 6:00 on Wednesdays. The 3:20 rehearsal lacked the focus oflater
rehearsals. The band instructor and journalism teacher both sent students into the
auditorium to find students in these activities and pull them out of rehearsal for
"emergencies." Since the students pulled from rehearsal participate in the play on a
purely extra-curricular basis, and they are receiving grades in the other activities, they
seem to feel that they have little choice when summoned. Students again seem tired, and
they are merely walking through the motions of rehearsal waiting to go home. Even with
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this low energy, we were able to fix some of the blocking and I am much happier with the
result.
October 21, 2004
Late rehearsal seemed very productive again. I focused on acts three and four.
The males finally begin to sound sincere while confessing love to their female
counterparts. The actresses playing Puck have improved their articulation and actually
have begun to get a handle on his prankish nature, and the actor playing Theseus begins
to seem more royal through his voice and movement. In addition, reducing the
proscenium width has improved the timing, and the scenes no longer seem to drag. I
hope that rehearsals can continue to be this productive. There was a great feeling of
togetherness during tonight's rehearsal. Rehearsals are so enjoyable when I don't feel
like I have to work against actors, scheduling, or other programs in the school.
October 22, 2004
I should have cancelled rehearsal today. We rehearsed at 3:20 because band
members had to leave early so that they could meet with their instructor prior to tonight's
football game. In addition, we lost use of the auditorium because the Ms. Teen Wyoming
pageant scheduled use of the facility. It was too cold to rehearse outside, so I asked the
activities office to locate an alternate location for rehearsal. They sent us to the choir
room, but upon arrival I discovered that rather expensive looking amplifiers, speakers,
and sound equipment occupied the space that we were to use. I ended up leading the cast
to the ROTC hallway where target practice occurs with pellet guns. We lost almost an
hour trying to locate a rehearsal space. The situation infuriates me because I did not
know until yesterday that they had reserved today in addition to Saturday and Sunday.
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Furthermore, I did not know that they had reserved my classroom (where we could have
rehearsed) until today. I find myself ready for the weekend.
October 25, 2004
We spent much of the day taking our set out of storage and setting it back up. I
know that this frustrates everyone, but I believe that rehearsing with the set helps the
actors. The blocking looks much better, and the actors have started to get a sense of their
environment. A lead actor has continued to exhibit disruptive and disrespectful behavior
even though I have spoken with him at length about his attitude
October 26, 2004
I have noticed that the first half of the play runs much smoother than the second.
The second scene in act three still drags a bit, and actors are not picking up their cues
quickly enough in act five. We spent the time attempting to improve these two trouble
scenes. The physical action in the fight scene slowed down act three. I had reviewed the
blocking with actors, and demonstrated proper stage slapping. The actor that
demonstrated a poor attitude in the past had to have clarification over the stage slaps
because he did not pay attention the first time that I explained the process.
During act five, I instructed actors playing mechanicals to make their entrances
quicker. I then instructed the Athenians to speak as the mechanicals made their entrances
and exits and pick up the cues quicker. They actors improved their timing, but most of
the problem lied in the fact that actors had to think about their lines in order to remember
them.
October 27, 2004
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Today we rehearsed in the choir room because they are rehearsing in the
auditorium. They have a concert tomorrow night. During the rehearsal, one of my lead
actors slapped another actor with force during the fight scene. I stopped the action and
asked the struck actor ifhe was o.k. He was fine, which was surprising since he has
anger management issues. I explained the dangers of the situation to the offending actor,
and explained the proper procedure. Not two minutes later, the same actor made forceful
contact again. I was very angry so I thought it best to send all of the actors home.
Tommorrow, I will eliminate this actor from the cast.
October 28, 2004
I eliminated a lead actor today. I explained to him that he was being eliminated
because he had challenged my direction, annoyed the rest of the cast for his own
amusement, and jeopardized the safety of other actors. The actor did not take the news
well, but he claimed that he understood the reasoning behind my decision and expressed
a desire to stay involved with the play in a technical capacity. I told him that I would
think about it. Even though I am sure that I made the right decision, I was upset by the
conference and found it difficult to focus on rehearsal.
October 29, 2004
Today marked the best rehearsal thus far. Actors put more effort into their
performances then they ever have. I was amazed. Perhaps I should show anger and
eliminate a cast member every week.
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October 30, 2004
I spent my Saturday afternoon working on trees again. Much of this time consisted of
redoing the sloppy work of students. I am beginning to question whether or not it is time
productive to have students work on the set.
November 1, 2004
Rehearsal ran very smoothly today. The least smooth aspect was the two dances
marking the beginning of act two. As the dancers rehearse this section, they feel
intimidated (they are not dancers outside of the play) and they try to walk through the
movements. Some of the dancing looks good, but the lack of confidence displayed by the
actresses manifests itself in scowls, frowns, and eye rolling that destroys the illusion.
The most talented dancer vocalizes that she can't do the steps as she procedes to execute
each step flawlessly. I reacted by telling the dancers that the choreography looked good,
but they are so intimidated that they might not believe me.
I approached my administrator for the second time asking for permission to add
an extra performance November 17 at noon. The proposed performance would be geared
towards high school and junior high students. The principle promised to bring the issue
up during the principle's meeting tomorrow and contact me during parent conferences.

November 2, 2004
We rehearsed in the morning today in order to work around the parent/teacher
conference schedule. One lead actor finally started using a variety of facial expressions
in his acting. Exercises from Freeing Shakespeare's Voice seemed to help him with this
accomplishment. He has been focusing very heavily on voice, but until today, the
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variance in his facial expressions has not matched his vocal variance. The actors playing
the couples also made improvements today. Prior to this rehearsal, the female actors
have looked annoyed or rolled their eyes after blocking that required physical contact
with their male counterparts, and the males have resembled a deer in the headlights. I
have given students notes and direction in these scenes, but until today, the physicality
between male and female actors has not been believable.
One problem that I worked on with students today involved walking and moving
quietly on the platforms. The constant clumping sound distracts from the play and
destroys the illusion that the actors are in a forest.
November 3, 2004
Students seemed energetic after taking half of a day off. However, my principle
did not find me at parent conferences to discuss a day performance of our play, so I
visited his office to request permission a third time. Upon entering my administrator's
office, I was taken to the head principal's office to discuss the proposal. The head
administrator displayed no knowledge of my plan to organize the extra performance; this
would suggest that the issue was never brought up during the principle's meeting. I was
questioned about my use of actors from Kelly Walsh High School in a Natrona County
High School Production. Since I only cast one Kelly Walsh student in the play, I assume
that my comment that more Kelly Walsh than Natrona County students attend the NC
plays, was mistranslated in the communication between the two principals. The head
principle gave permission to perform for the junior high schools, but not for our own
student body. They denied NC students access to the day performance due to concerns
about loosing audience members during our night performances. This concern dashed all
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hope that I might make administrators understand that NC students were not attending the
performances and that I was seeking help to remedy the problem. I find myself growing
very cynical, but I am comforted by the fact that we will get one more performance with
an audience.
November 4, 2004
Rehearsal ran smoothly, but students seemed tired and no real gains were made.
Many actors seem to play every scene with the same intensity; there characters do not
change as the play progresses. In an attempt to solve this problem, I gave them
homework. They are to identify the changes in their character and their character's polar
attitudes. I have previously discussed these issues with actors, but it doesn't seem to
carry over into performance. I have asked that they be able to verbalize this information
by Monday and make an attempt to demonstrate character changes through acting during
the next rehearsal. I hope that this activity will challenge the actors to improve their
performances, or at least force them to experiment with different choices
November 5, 2004
Activities of the day mostly involved moving and storing our set so that the
technical crew for the Wyoming Symphony orchestra could set up sound shells,
platforms, and equipment for their rehearsal tonight and their performance tomorrow.
Rather than fighting through a rehearsal in the ROTC hallway shooting range, I sent
actors into the community businesses to hang posters.
I also spent time today speaking with a reporter from a local television news
station. Channel thirteen is making an attempt to include more community interest
stories, and they are interested in our play performance. During classes, the reporter shot
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footage of students painting the set, texturing trees, and sewing costumes after
interviewing me and a handful of students. Hopefully, the story will provoke community
interest and help to increase our audience.
It seems that my efforts to perform for middle schools may prove fruitless. The
"Ag Expo" will take place at the college during the same days as our play. Even though
the times posted on the bus schedule only list trips to the Ag Expo from nine to ten A.M.,
the transportation department has informed me that they are not approving any more trips
during these days. The teachers interested in bringing five hundred students to our
performance will not be able to reserve busses for the trip.
November 7, 2004
I spent my Sunday evening with my first grade son adding texture to the trees. I
accomplished this by dipping scrap muslin in a glue/water mixture, wrinkling the muslin,
and pressing the wrinkled muslin to the trees in bark-like pattern. My son then painted
each of the wrinkles brown to match the tree color. The effect worked quite well, and I
was finally able to spend some time with my son. We finished one tree so that students
could continue the task and look to the first tree as a prototype.
November 8, 2004
My assumption that students would be able to continue texturing the trees after
listening to instruction and examining the prototype proved completely false. About half
of the students worked diligently on this process, but some of them obviously did not
care. As a result, much of the bark had to be redone and the overall result was more work
for myselr and my more dedicated students. The overall effect of this cyclical process is
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that my dedicated students and I grow more and more tired while those who don't care as
much seem to become more and more energetic.
The unfairness of this situation caused me to lose my temper, and I did quite a bit
of yelling at students who caused more work for everyone else. After regaining control
of my anger, I felt guilty until I considered the fact that my first grade son was able be
productive with the process. The students who received the tongue lashing deserved it,
and I hope that it made them think.
November 9, 2004
I found one of my lead actors inebriated and lying in his own vomit during theatre
class today. I called the administration and a nurse. The campus security officer had to
physically remove the boy from the auditorium because he couldn't walk. The end result
will be a five day suspension, and his breach of the code of conduct will prohibit him
from being in the play. I am still in shock. This student had been having a very difficult
time in his personal life, but I know that he took pride in his role, and this play seemed to
be one of the only things that he cared about. He seemed to be making such gains in his
personal life and in theatre-I can't help my extreme disappointment. Once again, it
seems that dedicated members of my cast will have to work very hard to make up for the
shortcomings of others. This is the fifth actor that I have had to release due to poor
grades, parole officers, code of conduct, or poor attitude. While considering this, I can't
help but think of the scheduling meeting that I had with my administrator last year. I
wanted to place prerequisites on my advanced theatre classes, and he was outraged. He
noticed that all of the other post-introductory performing arts classes require
prerequisites, permission of the instructor, or auditions for entrance. He asked me where
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all of the students who couldn't get into these classes were supposed to go? I still can't
answer the question, but it seems unfair that high achievers are told in programs such as
IB that they will not have time to participate in plays. Some high achievers love theatre
so they take summer classes in order to do theatre during the school year. These students
work so hard for theatre and in their other classes. Now they have to pick up the slack for
students who don't care as much as they do, and the stress sometimes makes them
literally sick. Something is broken in this system and I don't know how to fix it. The
next play that I do will have a small cast and audience. This will not make the
administration happy, but I am completely frustrated.
November 10, 2004
I replaced my drunken lead with a former student who graduated last year. He is
excited about the project and he has a personality that energizes those around him. The
other actors know him and there was a sense of reunion as he walked into rehearsal
today. Luckily, he seems to have a natural connection with his character, and in spite of
the bad day that I had yesterday, I am starting to believe that the production is going to be
successful. Now I have to find the energy to make the cast share this belief.
November 11, 2004
The ROTC instructor brought camoflauge netting for the tree canopies, and I was
able to hang most of this during my prep hour. With fake leaves added into the canopy,
the trees actually look quite good. The set is almost complete and this seemed to
energize the actors tonight. There were many moments in which the acting, set, and
lighting, taken together, seemed quite magical. The reporter from the local news station
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filmed some of the rehearsal. I can only hope that the news story will bring more
audience to our show.
November 12, 2004
We ran a double rehearsal with a break from 5:30 to 7:00. Once again, four of the
fairies did not make an appearance. Some students did not show up, or they were late
because they had work obligations. This is very frustrating because all of the actors and
their parents signed a contract on the first day of rehearsal agreeing that they would not
miss rehearsal during the last two weeks for any reason. The parents of one of my leads
have the attitude that "work comes first" even though they signed the contract. The
infuriating element of this whole process is that the actors did not exhibit this behavior
early in the process when I could have replaced them without hurting the production.
Instead, they take advantage of the situation when they know that I will have no recourse.
On the positive side of things, our new actor is making rapid improvement in his
role. His presence on stage has added energy to all of his scenes even though he is not
off book. I have instructed actors for weeks now to keep acting and stay in character
even when they are not speaking, but many of them have not. Through the example of
our new actor, the other actors and actresses have begun to react to what the other
characters say.
After numerous calls to the transportation department, I finally got a response
today. With three phone calls today, they have agreed to provide transportation. Now if
I can contact all of the teachers, and if they are still interested in making the trip, the
junior high school show will happen next Wednessday.
November 13, 2004
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We spent this Saturday running through the play and programming lighting cues.
This extra rehearsal proved necessary due to events that occurred earlier in the week. We
simply were not able to get the set up in time for a technical rehearsal. Mr. Miller set the
cues and focused lights as students rehearsed. He had been setting the lights earlier in the
week, and he seems confident that the lighting will be ready. I communicated my desire
for a bluish glow in the trees and in the acting areas while the fairies are on stage, but I
don't know whether or not this effect will make it into the show. With a new lead actor
this late in the process, I will have to trust Mr. Miller's judgement and focus on helping
the actors adjust to the change.
The new actor had most of his lines and blocking memorized, and I hope that the
final performance will benefit from his enthusiasm even though he started the project so
late.
November 15, 2004
The dress rehearsal today frustrated me greatly. Actors did not project, so during
the second run, I made actors start each scene over if they failed to project. Two of my
lead actors were out with a nasty flew that has been circulating through the school. With
the absence of these important actors, and our new actor still a bit slow with the cues,
today's rehearsal really didn't resemble a dress rehearsal. During the second run, I
decided to send actors home if they were not in scenes with our new actor. We spent the
night rehearsal running the scenes with the new actors.
November 16, 2004
All of my actors were here today, so we were able to run a proper dress rehearsal.
Everyone seems very tired, and I am fearful that illness will strike again. I decided to put
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body microphones on a few actors who just have not been able to project. I really didn't
want to resort to this measure, but some of the inexperienced actors will not project
without constant reminding, and I am not sure how they will project with an audience.
Some of the cue pickups seemed very slow, and this caused the overall pace to
drag. During notes, I instructed actors to pick up the cues quicker, and we ran some of
the slower scenes. I then sent all of the actors home and instructed them to get some rest
in order to avoid illness.
November 17, 2004
About 150 junior high students watched the final dress rehearsal today. With a
small audience, many things changed during the performance. During one scene, the
actor playing Bottom, entered a scene that he wasn't in wearing the donkey mask.
Needless to say, he stole the scene. Two of my actresses spoke very quickly. I am not
sure if this was caused by nervousness or a misinterpretation of my note to pick the cues
up quicker. Even though I did not want to resort to wireless microphones, they did seem
to help the performance. Although the performance was far from flawless, I am very
happy with the outcome. Last week I did not believe that there would be a show, and
though there were flaws today, I still feel like the performance was a success.
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THESIS PRODUCTION EVALUATION

A MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM at Natrona County High School
Viewed Saturday night, November 20, 2004
Produced and Directed by Bob Hunt in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the
degree, Master of Arts in Theatre Production
William Shakespeare's A MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM is perhaps the
"classic" among classics, receiving numerous productions annually in all types of theatres
throughout the world. Most directors stage the play the way the author intended and,
after some cutting, Bob's production is no exception.
Bob remains true to the original intent of the author. He has produced a first-time
Shakespeare effort and is in many ways successful. Supported by many students and a
few colleagues, the production fits the rather large NCHS John F. Welsh Auditorium very
nicely. The students performing Shakespeare are probably doing so at their best ability
for a first effort with limited training time.
Of considerable importance in this production is the ability of the actors to
transfer classroom training to public performance, a part of Bob's master's degree work.
As with dance, music, art, and some sports, theatre provides a clear measurement of
achievement as the student responds to training and demonstrates learning. The
demonstration is in the public arena.
NCHS itself is an older facility, but it appears to be especially well kept. As I
walked around, I noticed the cleanliness of the building, the lack of graffiti, the clean
restrooms, and the enthusiasm of the parents and other students for the opportunity to see
the play. While the forty-foot auditorium stage is too wide for my tastes, the space is
appropriate for numerous types of productions. It could also be used as a more intimate
space by closing the curtain and creating an arena theatre on the stage itself.
The students in drama classes at NCHS are being trained in techniques of acting,
musical theatre, Shakespeare, movement, mime, makeup and costuming, lighting, sound
technology, and a few other areas. The production of A MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S
DREAM allows many of these disciplines to be displayed.
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The overall technology in the production is solid. Much of this success is due to
Bob's effective set and the very workable costumes created by Anne Luben. Lighting is
less successful as there are sharp lines visible right and left and numerous dark spots near
the center of the stage. Some gobos and other atmospheric looks would be helpful. Not
using the dimmers, thus banging up and down all light cues, is quite harmful to the
production. On the other hand, Bob's scenic design -- based around trees which surround
an arbor, and by downstage use of a bench in front of the main curtain - is more
successful. The backdrop would be more effective if it reached all the way to the floor.
On the performance side, Bob's directing overcame some extremely difficult
challenges for a stage director - namely the loss of five actors during the rehearsal period.
Also, some actors missed the early days of rehearsal so did not receive table work on the
language. As the language is paramount in Shakespeare, having to retrain student actors
to handle the language is almost impossible. If not trained, they will simply read it
poorly.
The women especially tend to race through the language making it extremely
difficult for the audience to stay with it, or to follow the plot. The women also keep their
voices high, and by dropping vocally a step or two would be more convincing. The men
were generally more successful. However, almost all of the performers committed the
error of forgetting end of line support. Reading Shakespeare's language with falling
inflections can disguise the meaning of any line, and it does so much of the time in this
production. In the future, Bob needs more time to train the actors to handle language
before staging the play. This need is true with realism as well. Part of this skills-training
can be accomplished with the addition of more acting classes kept to lower enrollments.
The ensemble of Mechanicals who gather to create a play works better than the
fairies, as I can hear and understand them better; however the fairies have a better look
and their dancing is refreshing. The fairy scenes and the Mechanical scenes are all well
staged.
The overall staging, timing, tempo, stage pictures, and characterizations have both
strengths and weaknesses. Bob uses the trees well but then allows actors to slip into
down stage positions trying to speak up stage. These are awkward positions and kill
speaking power, and focus. There is an effort at honesty in each character, an awarding
accomplishment with high school performers. I enjoyed seeing their efforts at ensemble
work, and at time it works well. However, I did not get pulled into the show as the
language made it difficult to keep up. Audience members around me expressed the same
frustration.
Except for the abrupt lighting changes, the show runs smoothly, a credit to the
backstage crew.
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There is an attractive show poster (some were raffled off at intermission) and
good community advertising, including paid ads in the program. The lobby display lacks
punch, and there was only punch to obtain at intermission - no coffee, etc.
A few other notes. There was excellent attendance the night I saw the show probably 600 or more. Bottom's head works well. But the swords seem fake, and that
removes any sense of threat in the challenge scene. The staging in the opening scene
does not make it possible for the audience to hear the setup for the plot. The forest
scenes, for the most part, are nice to view.
I view high school production all over America (as part of our MA in Theatre
Production) for drama and English teachers, and this production is about in the middle
group. To move into the upper group, Bob will need more time to train and more
opportunity to enlist committed students. Drama programs of the kind being offered at
NCHS can offer students the PRIMARY training sought by employers today. Those
skills include (1) the ability to speak the English language effectively, (2) the ability to
speak in public without fear (speaking in public is the number one fear in America today
- more dominant than deep water, snakes, heights, or even terrorists), (3) the ability to
write well (which includes the ability to analyze material and interpret). How many
disciplines can offer such in-depth and measurable preparation in all of these areas?
Drama is among the very few.
NCHS is fortunate to have people capable of offering this training. And these
students will realize a few years from now what they learned from their drama program.
Thank you for a nice evening.

Wesle::::::Ph.D.
Professor
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Self Evaluation
Examination of the final performance of A Midsummer Night's Dream, reveals
problems in the areas of voice and movement. These problems first show themselves in
the first scene of act one, but they also occur in act five. Most discouragingly, listening
to the first scene reveals that at least three actors (the actors playing Lysander, Theseus,
and Helena) consistently drop the ends of their lines. The actress playing Helena speaks
too quickly, and pauses between the phrases in her lines are not always evident.
Some of the movement problems in these scenes were partially created by an
insufficient number of acting areas. The original set design for acts one and five called
for a more elaborate set with more seating areas, but concerns about fluent scene
transitions and time constraints led to the dismissal of these designs in favor of one bench
down stage of the front traveler. Use of planes downstage of the bench was a consistent
problem during rehearsals even though the blocking dictated that actors use downstage
planes more often. The bench seemed to pull the actors towards it no matter how many
times blocking was corrected and rehearsed. More seating areas probably would have
reduced the seemingly gravitational pull of the lone bench. Other movement problems
included crosses made by the actress playing Hippolyta at the wrong times so that they
seemed unmotivated. The actors playing Theseus and Lysander presented their faces in
profile while sharing the scene with other actors and actresses rather than angling out,
and the ill effects caused by this mistake was amplified by the long hair hanging over the
sides of their faces.
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Movement in the second scene of act one seemed much more motivated, and the
stage pictures were more effective. The greater effectiveness of the stage pictures was
probably due to a more constant usage of various levels. Instead of everyone standing the
majority of the time, actors took turns sitting on the bench or the floor while the two
standing actors had the focus. As Quince addressed his actors, they would stand; thereby
helping the audience identify which actor was playing each character. The stage picture
was not as effective when actors paying Bottom and Quince ignored the blocking and
stood directly in front of the sitting actors. The actors delivering most of the lines
(Bottom and Quince) projected sufficiently and were easy to understand, but the actors
delivering short lines seemed to throw them away.
The visual look of act two was successful, although there were some problems
with lighting. Spectacle, provided by fairy costumes and a set change in conjunction with
music and dance, provided an effective opening for act two. The fairy dancing worked,
although some actresses playing fairies danced better than others. The stage pictures in
act two worked well, and they generally flowed smoothly from one to the other making
effective using all of the acting areas. However, there was a moment between Titania
and Oberon in which it looked as if they were playing musical chairs with the down right
stump. Lighting problems in act two included a hard edged square of light around the
stumps, sharp lines on the back scrim, an ineffective use of the leaf gobos, extra
blackouts that occurred too rapidly, and a failure to fade from one acting area to another
during times when characters were not supposed to see other characters sleeping on stage.
Vocally there were successes and failures that continued for the duration of the
play. With the exception of Peasblossom, Cobweb, Mote, and Mustardseed, all of the
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characters projected well enough for the audience to hear their lines. The fairy spirit
(Peasblossom) who shared the opening of the scene with Puck sounded overly breathy,
and the actresses sometimes spoke with too high of a pitch. This was especially true of
the actress playing Puck. The actress playing Titania dropped the end of her lines, but the
actresses playing Hermia and Helena also made this mistake. Overall, the males were
more successful adding emphasis to the end of lines.
The visual and vocal strengths and weaknesses of act two carried into act three,
but the lines during Hermia and Helena's argument seemed very rushed. Minor problems
were caused by the swords worn by Demetrius and Lysander. The obvious wooden make
of the swords lessened the danger in the conflict between the two males, and the actress
playing Hermia held the sword with only her thumb and finger while threatening
Demetrius. The facial reactions of Demetrius and Helena were especially effective during
the fight scene.
Having Snug arrive before the others and practice the lion's part while the
mechanicals spied on him created a sense of anticipation and helped the audience to
become more intrigued with the scene. The actors played this part well and it worked.
Bottom's transformation and the mechanicals' reaction to it also worked effectively.
Bottom's interaction with Titania and his singing also went well.
The difficulty in act four lied in Puck bringing all of the lovers together on stage
without seeing each other in a manner that would not seem overly contrived. The stage
space was used well to accomplish this end, but the overall effect would have been
enhanced with more control of lighting. Light was supposed to fade out on each
character as they fell asleep to help hide the characters from each other, but this did not
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happen. The actress playing Puck maintained her energy throughout this hectic scene
(and the play) very well, but her laughter became repetitive. After Theseus' entrance at
the end of act four, the reaction of the lovers did not seem quite strong enough. They
seemed to accept all that had happened to them too easily.
The actors playing Bottom and Thisbe stole the show during act five. Their
comic timing, use of voice, and nonverbal reactions were effective and quite entertaining.
Unfortunately none of the Athenians projected well in the fifth act.
The cast and crew met most of the student learning goals during the course of the
production. All of the students developed a greater appreciation and understanding of
Shakespearean drama by participating in the rehearsal process and performance of the
play. Students within the cast and the audience communicated that they did not
understand the play prior to the performance even though they had previously studied it
in a literature class.
Students formed production crews, but many students did not exercise
professionalism. As a result, some students were cut from the cast and crew. The
unprofessional behavior of some students increased the work burden of more professional
students and the instructor. These factors resulted in hard feelings which strained
communication in the company. The students learned the value of professionalism and
communication; unfortunately, part of the lesson came from negative examples.
Actors did successfully analyze character goals, obstacles, tactics, dispositions,
and polar attitudes of their characters. However, most actors had never been in a play or
completed the introductory course, so they were not able to refine previously learned
skills. Only five of the actors in the play had spoken lines on stage prior to their
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experience in this play. Some of these first-time actors such as those playing Thisbe and
Bottom learned very quickly, while others made mistakes (such as increasing vocal
speed and decreasing projection) typical of inexperienced actors in front of their first
audience. The skills of more experienced actors increased rather than stagnating, so this
learning goal was also met.
In general, the males were more successful with heightened language than the
females. Ironically, in the self evaluation that students completed after watching the
video of the play, the females showed a higher cognitive understanding of heightened
language skills. The males demonstrated skills such as end of line support in the
performance, but they could not determine or verbalize their own success with these
skills. Females did not display some of the language skills during their performance, but
they could accurately verbalize their shortcomings after watching the performance. All
of the actors improved their skills with heightened language.
Although the production had some short comings, actors communicated the story
and characters to the audience in an entertaining manner. The audience responses
recorded on the tapes prove that the actors were able to keep the audience involved, and
students stayed involved with their characters even though some of them struggled with
heightened language. Academically and artistically the Natrona County High School
production of A Midsummer Night's Dream was a success in spite of numerous obstacles
and setbacks.
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